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ABSTRACT 

Title of Thesis: The Li6 (a,2a)d Reaction at 50-80 MeV. 

John W. Watson, Doctor of Philosophy 1970 

Thesis directed by: Dr. Rowel G. Pugh, Associate Professor 

The Li6 (a,2a)d reaction was studied at 50.4, 59.0, 60.5, 70.3 and 79.6 

MeV bombarding energy. For each bombarding energy, several coincident energy 

spectra of the two emitted a-particles were measured. Special emphasis was 

placed on measuring spectra at pairs of angleswherezero momentum (in the lab-

oratory frame of r eference) was possible for the residual deuteron. Using the 

constraints on three body kinematics, events corresponding to an a+ a+ d final 

state were selected from the coincident energy spectra. The cross section for 

these events was projected onto the El energy axis of the coincident spectra. 

The projected energy spectra were analyzed with the Plane Wave Impulse 

Approximation. From those points in the projected spectra which corresponded 

to zero deuteron recoil momentum, off-mass-shell a-a scattering cross sections 

were extracted. These were found to be in excellent agreement with free a-a 

scattering cross sections, if free cross sections for the final state center of 

mass energy of the two a's in the Li6 (a,2a)d reaction were chosen for the com

parison. Off- mass-shell a-a cross sections were also extracted for data where 

the residual deuteron had a momentum of 30 MeV/c. These cross sections were 

also found to agree with free a-a scattering, but it was necessary to introduce 

an ad hoc shift in the a-a scattering angle to produce this agreement. Predic-

tions of off-mass-shell a-a cross sections were made using a potential model. These 

indicate that the off-mass-shell cross section should indeed be very similar to 

the on-mass-shell cross section at the final state energy. 



Using the Plane Wave Impulse Approximation a momentum distribution for 

a's in Li6 was extracted from the experimental data. A cluster model for Li6 

was devised to fit the binding energy and r.m.s. charge radius of Li6, as well 

as the 3s1 a-d scattering phase shift. For comparison with the experimental 

data, the momentum wave function of the a-particle in Li6 was calculated by 

taking the Fourier transform of the a-d relative motion. The theoretical and 

experimental momentum distributions were found to be in serious disagreement, 

both in magnitude and width at half maximum. By introducing a cut-off radius 

' 
into the theoretical wave function, the discrepancies between theory and experi-

ment were accounted for. It was also found, that if the cut-off radius is used 

as an adjustable parameter, then this Li6 wave function and reaction model ex

plains the magnitudes and widths of the a-d relative momentum distributions 

determined from a wide variety of other reactions. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The experiment chosen for this research project is the Li6(a,2a)d 

nuclear reaction. The particular feature of interest in this reaction is 

the knockout process. In a knockout reaction, the incident projectile is 

presumed to interact strongly with only one constituent of the target 

nucleus, knocking it out of the target. In the absence of strong inter

actions of either the incident or the knocked out particle with the remain

der of the target nucleus, the knockout reaction will ~esemble free scatter

ing between the incident and knocked out particle. For this reason, the 

process is frequently described as "quasi-free scattering". 

In the "impulse approximation" any interaction of the incident particle 

or the knocked out particle with the remainder of the nucleus is ignored. 

If the impulse approximation is valid a knockout reaction can yield infor

mation on the wave function in the target nucleus of the particle which 

was knocked out. This requires, however, that two of the three particles 

in the final state be detected in coincidence. Hence knockout reactions 

usually are technically difficult, and have low counting rates. The devel

opment during the last decade of high curren~ medium energy accelerators 

with a small energy spread in the berun, solid ~tate detectors, multipara

meter-multichannel pulseheight analyzers and on-line computers has done 

much to overcome the experimental difficulties, and today knockout reactions 

are an important tool of nuclear structure physics. 

The most thoroughly studied knockout experiment has been the (p,2p) 

reaction. A proton with an energy of 100 MeV or greater has a mean free 

· path in a target nucleus that is comparable to nuclear dimensions, and 

• 
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it would seem reasonable to make the impulse approximation for the (p,2p) 

reaction. Indeed (p,2p) experiments have shown that for energies in the 

100 MeV range this is generally the case. Thorough reviews of (p,2p) reactions 

are given in (Be66) and (J66). 

In recent years, there has been growing interest in knockout reactions 

. where a bound cluster of nucleons such as a deuteron or an a-particle is 

knocked out of the target nucleus. These reactions are of considerable 

interest, because they can potentially yield information on clustering or 

correlations in nuclei. It is not clear, however, that neglecting any 

interaction of the incident and struck particles with the rest of the target 

is a good approximation for the case of cluster knockout. This is particu

larly true if complex projectiles such as a-particles are used. It is of 

considerable interest, therefore, to investigate in detail the reaction 

mechanism for cluster knockout, and in particular to test the validity 

of the impulse approximation for such reactions. 

Recent experiments (J69) have shown that there is a relatively large 

6 cross section for knocking a-particles out of Li , and that the reaction 

6 seems to proceed by quasi-free scattering. The Li (a,2a)d reaction was 

chosen for study because of this large cross section, and because the free 

a-a interaction has been rather thoroughly studied (D65). The purposes of 

the experiment were to study the a-a quasi-free scattering process in 

detail, and if possible to use the impulse approximation to extract infor-

6 mation on the cluster structure of Li • 
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Section 1.1 Kinematics 

One of the quantities that one wishes to determine for each event in the 

Li6(a,2a)d knockout reaction is the momentum of the knocked out a-particle 

before the reaction occurred. This is done by using what will be loosely 

described as the "impulse approximation", which relates this momentum to the 

momentum of the deuteron in the final state. 

Figure 1.1 shows the initial and final states in the laboratory of the 

Li6 +a ➔ a+ a+ d reaction. In the initial state the incident a has a 

\ 

I 
f 

I 
I 

I 

I 
Impulse Approximation: 

A fte.v-

Figure 1.1 The Li6 +a+ at a+ d Knockout Reaction 

laboratory momentum p
0

, while the Li6 nucleus is assumed to be a bound 

system of an a and a deuteron with a binding energy EB= 1.47 MeV. The a in 

the Li6 has a momentum~, and the deuteron has a momentum PR• In the labor

atory reference frame q = - PR beca~se the target Li6 is stationary. In the 

final state the two emitted a's have momenta Pl and Pz, and the recoil 

deuteron has a momentum p3• In the impulse approximation the reaction is 

considered as a collision between the two a-particles, and the deuteron is 

assumed to be unaffected by the knockout process. Hence p3 = PR· Since 

PR= -q, we obtain 

(1.1) 
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The distribution of a-particle momenta q in Li6 is the square of the 

Fourier transform of the wave function for the a in Li6. The product of the 

width of the momentum distribution and the ·nuclear size is approximately 

equal toii/2 by the uncertainty principle: 6x6q..ii/2 - 100 (MeV/c) fm. If the 

nuclear size is taken as 1.3 x Al/3 fm., then 6x - 2.5 fm. and 6q - 40 MeV/c. 

Near q = 0 the momentum distribution behave·s like !qi 2L where L is the orbital 

angular momentum quantum number for the a-d rel~tive motion wave function. · 

Because this wave function is nearly all L = 0 (see chapter 5), the momentum 

distribution for the a-particle in Li6 behaves like jqjO near q = 0, i.e., 

it is peaked at q = 0 rather than having a minimum there. For the residual 

deuteron the corresponding momentum spread 6p3 - 40 MeV/c implies an energy 

distribution in the final state extending up to about 400 KeV. This makes 

direct detection of the deute-ron unfeasible. However, the momentum p
3 

of the 

deuteron can be determined from measurements on the other particles. 

In the final state there are 10 kinematic variables. The three momenta 

p1 , p2, and p3 each have 3 components which in spherical coordinates will be 

called 0i, $i and Pi for i = 1, 2, 3. In addition there is the energy loss 

in the reaction, which is equal to EB (the binding energy of the ain Li6) 

for transitions in which the residual deuteron is left in its ground state. 

Four-momentum conservation gives four equations of constraint on the ten 

variables one for each component of four-momentum. Hence the determination ' . 

of 6 kinematic ·quantities will completely specify the ramainder. For this· . 

experiment, the six measured quantities were 01, $1, E1, 02 , ~2 , and E2 the 

angles and kinetic energies of the two a-particles. Appendix 1 presents a 

derivation of p3 and E2 given 01, ~1, 02, $2, E1, and EB. Several other 

kinematic quantities are also derived. 

The experiment was performed with "coplanar" geometry, Le., with 
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$2 = ~1 + 180°. This means that the incident beam lies in the plane defined 

by the trajectories of the two detected a's. Figure 1.2 shows the geometry 

of the experiment. The angles e1 and e2 are measured relative to the incident 

0(0 

• 

,~ Co~~+~~ o~~ 
~~ -slih JL.Ci"'i"'' e, .,.."'~ cp, · 

«;,~ 5\ih JA.fi"'i"'' e1- Oo"'I.~ <('"'2. 

i~ Couv.fe.11'" Two 

Figure 1.2: Experimental Geometry 

beam direction. The separation angle between the two counters will be 

called 012 and is equal to e1 _+ 82, 

Data were taken for each pair of _values of 81, 02 in the form of 

coincident two-dimensional energy spectra with E1 and E2, the energy signals 

from counters one and two, being the two energy axes. The kinematic constraints, 

for fixed values of 01, ~1 , 02, $2, and EB determine a line or "kinematic 

locus" in the E1 vs. E2 plane. Every point on such a kinematic locus corres

ponds to a definite value of p3 or, using the impulse approximation, q, 
the initial momentum of the knocked out a-particle. The values of q which 

occur on a given kinematic locus depend on e1 , $1 , 02, $2, and EB. Since we 

will always be considering coplanar scattering, $1 and $2 will not be 

mentioned from now on. Figure 1.3 shows several typical kinematic loci for 

the Li6 (a,2a)d reaction at 69.9 MeV. These values of 01 and 02 were selected 

so that one point with q = 0 occurs on each locus. This point is where the 
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(a,2a) knockout cross section is expected to be largest. The q = O points 

are indicated with arrows. Along each locus, lq) increases monotonically as 

-+ one moves away from the q = 0 point. 

In the process of data reduction, events falling on the kinematic locus 

corresponding to the desired value of EB were projected onto the E
1 

axis 

producing a "projected energy spectrum". For each value of E
1 

in the spectrum, 

-+ -+ 
p3 hence q can be determined. The cross section of the projected spectrum 

3 is d o/dn1d02dE1 • 

For the remainder of this thesis the following conventions will be 

used. Particle O is the incident a-particle. Particle Tis the target Li6 

nucleus. Particles one and two are the two detected a's. Particle three is 

the "residual nucleus", the deuteron. These conve~tions will also be used 

for the subscripts on kinematic quantities. The following two terms will 

-+ also be used: "Quasi-Free Peak" will refer to the peak near p
3 

= 0 in the 

projected energy spectra that is believed to be due to quasi-free a knockout 

from Li 6 ; "Quasi-Free Angle Pairs" will refer to a pair of angles e
1 

and 

-+ e2 for which a q = 0 point occurs on the kinematic ·1ocus. 
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Section 1.2 Theory (Plane Wave Impulse Approximation) 

The theory that will be used for the analysis presented in this thesis 

is the Plane Vave Impulse Approximation (P.W.I.A.). In calculating the 

knockout cross section using P.W.I.A. one starts with the transition matrix 

(T matrix) element for the reaction 

ff;. :: ~ 1. (~) r.) cf>.i(~,K) T/k,J~) \ks\ CP,-(~/~T )tc.~R) 1oc~;r-.. )>(1. 3) 

where ~1 , $2 and $
3 

are the wave functions of the two a's and the deuteron 

in the final state, $Tis the wave function of the target nucleus,~ rel is 

the relative motion wave function of the a and the deuteron in the target, 

and $
0 

is the wave function of the incident a. T3B is the full 3 body 

transition operator. $1 , $2, $
3

, ~T' and $
0 

are all plane waves. 

-+ 
~ 

1
(R) can be expressed in terms of its Fourier Transform, the momentum 

re 

space wave function <1><ci>. 1'- f e~cf i/~ Fct) J.t 
f ,,..e.l ( i)" (1.11) o b 

= (wY"i.J e ~• l.(f) e if·(~~;•~ d{i 
. . ~ .(A-r:.s) 

~ f cfis ct, rs) I Cf) f A. t. d.{ (1.4) 

+ 6 
where r is the coordinate of the a in Li , in the same coordinate system 

s 
+ 

·+ + + + + 
in which r 1 , r 2 , r

3
, rT, and r

0 
are defined, and ,1. (.H..1 ) is 

"'s 1r' s 
a a-function 

normalized plane wave state. Then 

(1.5) 

Now one makes the approximation of replacing T3B, the full 3-body transition 

operator by ~ZB' the two body transition operator of the two a's. This, 

(1.6) 

The structure of the matrix element is now clear. The important factors are 

+ 
a-a scattering matrix element and <l>(q),the momentum 

wave functio~ of the a in 6 
Li • The remaining integrals in the matrix element 
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(1.6) can be reexpressed as delta functions in momentum. The relationship 

-+ -+ 
q = -p3 , which was called the impulse approximation in Section 1.1, is 

incorporated implicitly in the theory in these delta functions. 

In calculating the cross section from Tfi the two "important" terms 

are squared, yielding ctffi"-)aa (the a-a scattering cross section) and /~(q)l2. 

These are multiplied by a third factor involving phase space and other 

kinematic quantities. This third factor will be called "the kinematic factor". 

A full derivation of the P.W.I,A. cross section is given non-relativistically 

in (K68) and relativistically in (J69). The result is: 

J. 3
<t £ = (K;ne.M'ahc. fac.+or") ~ (~\ ><J!C<i)r· 

c:Ln., tA. .n .._ci , · J "' - fl{ (1. 7) 

Non-relativistically, the kinematic factor is 

k. k'2. . c~9 +M,.).,., 
(Kinematic Factor) = k t. ~ h,.,_ "'1z. 

o k 7-l x.o- + :; +-:; ~ c:os(e, -1-e.-,)-:;~co~e2 j (l.S) 

For Li6 (a,2a)d this becomes 
'¼m.< l<,ka (,-,.Lk~ co~e,.a- i~o .. c.os e:a.j-, 

(Kinematic Factor) = -t;, ~ k 0 .. " (1. 9) 

The kinematic factor includes in it terms which make (11~.a center of mass 

cross section. 

It is worth noting that (do/dn&a in (1. 7) is an "off-mass-shell" cross 

section. This means that the center of mass energy in the initial state l~o~s) 

is not the same as the center of mass energy in the final state(4,
1

~
2

/ 

This is because the a in Li6 is not a free a, but is bound by 1.47 MeV, 

The term "off-mass-shell" refers specifically to the fact that for the bound 

a the normal relationship among the components of its four"1Il.omentum does not 

hold, namely 

E2 -+2 J. 2 
- q r m (1.10) 

6 The bound a in Li might also be described as a "virtual particle" for this 

reason. 
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The approximation used in (1.6), namely replacing T
3

B by T
2
B, with the 

direct result that q = -p3 , is the impulse approximation. The overall treat

ment is called "Plane Wave Impulse Approximation" because 4>
0

, 4>
1 

and <1>

2 
are 

left as plane waves, In "Distorted Wave Impulse Approximation" (Be66) <l>o, <l>i 

and <1>2 are replaced with distorted waves calculated in the o~tical potentials 

for the target nucleus (yielding x0) or the residual nucleus (yielding Xi 

and x2). Then ( ¢, ?\ .. / G_ 13 / ¢,0 <Ps > ~ (X,X
2
1 ~al X//Js ) • It is not · clear 

6 that such a calculation is reasonable for the Li (a,2a)d reaction where the 

residual nucleus is a deuteron. If such a treatment were necessary, the 

+ + relationship q = - p
3 

would no longer be valid. 

Knockout processes are oft~n. referred to as peripheral processes (F62), 

since the conditions for their occurrence are usually met in the surface or 

periphery of the nucleus. Pe~ipheral processes are usually discussed in terms 

of Feynman diagrams. Figure 1.4 shows the Feynman diagram appropriate to the 

6 6 · 
Li +a+ a+ a+ d knockout process. The Li emits a virtual a at the lower 

vertex. The real incident a interacts with this virtual a at the upper vertex. 

The amplitude for this diagram is the product of the amplitudes of the two 

· Figure 1. 4: 6 
The Peripheral Diagram for the Li (a,2a)d Knockout Reaction 

vertices divided by the propagator for the virtual a. The amplitude for the 

lower vertex is the "form factor" characterizing the momentum distribution 
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for ~he virtual a. The amplitude for the upper vertex is the off-mass-shell 

a-a scattering amplitude. Thus the cross section will be the product of the 

squares of these two vertex amplitudes multiplied by phase space and other 

kinematic quantities. For a more complete discussion of the evaluation of 

peripheral diagrams for knockout and other reactions see (F62) or (S66). 

The most important feature of the knockout cross section in P.W.I.A. 

(or the peripheral model) is that it factorizes into 3 terms. The kinematic 

factor is known (1.8), and is -in general a rather slowly varying function. · 

The two remaining factors, the square of the momentum wave function for an 

6 a in Li and the a-a off-mass-shell cross section, are the interesting 

factors and P.W.I.A. will b'e used to study both. 
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Section 1.3 6 The Li Ground State Wave Function 

6 
The ground state of the Li nucleus has the following properties: 

1) Spin and parity: J~ = l+ 

2) Magnetic moment: µ = +.822 n.m. (W54) 

3) -Electric Quadrupole Moment: Q = -(0.80 ± 0.08) e mh (W64) 

< 2 1/2 4) R.M.S. Charge Radius: r ) = (2.61 ± 0. ) fm. (Y69) 

5) R.M.S. Magnetic Moment Radius: (3.0 ± 0.45) fm. (R66). 

Of interest in this experiment is the a+ d cluster structure for ti6 • 

Deu teron reduced widths for the Li6 ground state have been extracted from 

a number of reactions at low energies. For a+ d scattering, the low energy 

scattering phase shifts were analyzed by Galonsky and McEllistrem in terms 

of a dispersion formalism (G55). They found that the s-wave phase shift can 

be fit well with a hard sphere of radius 5.0 fm. However, their analysis of 

other low energy a-d scattering phase shifts leads them to prefer a hard 

sphere radius of 3.5 fm., which necessitates inclusion of a ground state tail 

6 in the S-wave phase shift and a deuteron reduced·width for the Li ground 

state of 2 e = 0.51. This nwnber has a large uncertainty, however, and any 

value between zero and the Wigner limit is compatible with the data. 

6 3 4 The Li (p,He )He reaction has been studied at 15 and 18.5 MeV by 

Likely and Brady (156). Using Plane Wave Born Approximation (P.W.B.A.) they 

find a deuteron' reduced width e2 for this reaction of 0.30 at 15 MeV, and 

6 4 0.45 at 18.5 MeY. The Li (n,t)He reaction has been studied by Frye (F54) at 

14 MeV. His data has also been analyzed by Likely and Brady (156). Using 

P.W.B.A., they find a deuteron reduced width for this reaction of 0.5. Their 

conclusion, after considering the deficiencies in this method of analysis 

6 is that, "The true deuteron reduced width in· Li may then be of the order of 

2 0.5, the greatest value of 8 above, or even greater." 
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Although there are considerable uncertainties in .the values of the 

deuteron reduced width for the Li6 ground state discussed in the preceeding 

two paragraphs, they all suggest a substantial probability of deuteron 

clustering. A variety of other reactions which provide information on the 

a+ d cluster wave function of Li6 , as well as clustering probabilities 

are discussed in Chapter 4. These include the Li6(p,pd)He4, Li6(a,ad)He4, 

6 - 4 6 6 12 . 6 16 16 6 20 
Li ('IT ,2n)He , Li (p,pa)d, Li (a,2a)d, C (Li ,d)O , and O (Li ,d)Ne 

reactions. 

I~ 

~ ' 
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Section 1.4 Experimental Objectives 

As discussed in Section 1.2, the knockout cross section in P.W.I.A. 

factorizes into three terms: 

~)~ ( . ) ~ -:::. \')",rie rnehc Fa c. ~or )l 
d J'\. I cl .n. :I. cl I 

This factorizability was used to study both the reaction mechanism and 

Li
6 

structure. 

The objectives of this experiment were threefold. The first objective 

was to study off-mass-shell a-a scattering in the knockout process. By 

-+ 
keeping q fixed, that is by kinematically selecting points with the same 

value of q, the factor l$(q) !2could be held constant, and the a-a off-mass-shell 

3 cross section could be extracted from the measured cross section d a/dn1dn2dE1 • 

This was possible because the kinematic factor is explicitly known (Formula 

1.8). Using this technique, the off-mass-shell cross section was determined 

as a function of both bombarding energy and scattering angle. The experimental 

off-mass-shell a-a cross sections were then compared with free a-a 

cross sections at nearby points on the mass- shell, and with off-mass-shell 

cross sections calculated with a phenomenological · a-a potential. 

6 The second objective was to study the cluster structure of Li • Once 

the behavior of the off-mass-shell cross section was established, this was 

used to extract l~(q) 12 from d3a/dn
1

dn
2

dE1 • The measured 1$(q) 1
2 

was then 

compared with the momentum distribution derived from a cluster model wave 

function for Li6• 

The third objective was to study the validity of the Plane Wave Impulse 

Approximation which was used in the extraction of (da/dn) 
a-a 

2 
and l~(q) I 

from the data. Ihis was studied through the overall consistency of the 

analysis outlined in the two previous paragraphs. 

.~ 
I 

-
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CHAPTER 2 

THE EXPERIMENT: Li6(a,2a)d 

Section 2.1 Design of the Experiment 

2.1.1 Choice of Energies and Angles 

The P.W.I.A. was already known to be fairly good for this reaction 

(J69), hence it could be used to design the experiment. Because the bind-

ing energy for the breakup of Li6 into an a-particle and a deuteron (1.47 MeV) 

is quite small when compared with the bombarding energy (50 - 80 MeV), the 

kinematics for a knockout are very nearly the same as for free a-a scatter

ing. We therefore begin with a discussion of free a-a scattering. 

For free a-a scattering, neglecting relativistic correction, the 

center-of-mass scattering angle 8cm is twice the laboratory scattering angle 

81° Since the two particles are of equal mass, the separation angle between 

them, 812 = 81 + 02 , is 90° in the laboratory (180° in the c.m. system). 

Because these are identical particles, the c.m. cross section is symmetric 

about 9 cm 
0 0 = 90 (81 = 45 ). For "quasi-free" knocko_ut with no recoil momen-

tum for the deuteron, very nearly the same conditions hold. The angles 

in the laboratory 91 and e2, will both be slightly smaller (on the order of 

lo 
in the energy range of interest) to compensate for the energy lost in 

breaking up Li6 • 

The free a-a differential cross section has been measured as a function 

of angle at several energies in the region of interest (D65). The angular 

distributions for bombarding energies of 53.4, 58.5, 63.9, 69.9, 77.6, 99.6 

and 120 MeV are shown in Fig. 2.1. In addition, dcr/dO has been measured as 

0 0 0 0 
a function of energy from 24 MeV to 54 MeV at 9cm = 20, 31, 55, and 90 

(D65). For reasons to be discussed later, scattering angles of smaller than 
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50° in the center-of-mass (25° in the lab) are kinematically inaccessible 

in this Li
6

(a,2a) experiment. In the range of 50° to 90° in the center-of

mass, the notable features of the a-a cross section are the deep minimum in 

the vicinity of 73° - 83° which shifts gradually to larger angles at larger 

0 
energies, the dramatic fall of the cross section for 0cm = 90, shown in 

Fig. 2.2, and the change in the relative heights of the maxima at 90° and 

0 
about 60. 

One or the e~perimental objectives discussed in Section 1.4 was the 

determination of the off-mass-shell a-a differential cross sectiono The 

angles and bombarding energies used in the Li6 (a,2a)d reaction were chosen 

to see if the above features of on-mass-shell a-a scattering were present 

➔ 

in the off-mass-shell scattering. In particular, it was decided that q = 0 

would be the primary "fixed" value of q for the extraction of off-mass

shell cross sections. Therefore, a large number of "quasi-free" angle 

➔ 

pairs were studied, so that data for q = 0 could b~ extracted. In addition, 

each measurement at a quasi-free angle pair gave a complete measurement of 

lt(q)l 2 for comparison with theory. 

2.1.2 Particle Identification 

It is necessary to identify the particles observed, as well as measure 

their energies. Because of the limited possibilities for competing processes, 

full identification was not necessary, but a sy~tem of single channel ana

lyzers and discr~minators could be used together with a knowledge of the 

kinematics of various possible processes to eliminate all but the desired 

events. 

The detectors were Silicon surface barrier and Lithium drifted Silicon 

detectors. A two counter ~E - E combination consisting of a totally depleted 

Silicon surface barrier ~E detector and a 3 nun Li - drifted Silicon E 
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detector was used to detect a-particle one (E1). A similar ~E - E combina

tion using a M detector with a 1500 µ partially depleted Silicon surface 

barrier E detector was used for a-particle two (E2). 

Fig. 2.3 shows the response to various particles of a soµ ~ detector 

coupled with a counter thick enough to stop 70 MeV a's. The ordinant is 

"M" the response of the tiE detector. The abcissa is "E + M" the sunnned 

response of the two counters. When a window of 0.8 to 6.0 MeV is set on the 

~ signal and a lower level of 4.0 MeV is set on the E signal all protons 
/ 

and all deuterons except those with energy between 5.0 and 8.0 MeV are elimi-

nated. Note that these deuterons can easily be recognized, since the lowest 

energy a-particle which can reach the E counter with greater than 4 MeV 

energy, is 10 MeV. 
. 6 

For reactions on heavier contaminants, Li 's of less 

than 34 MeV are excluded also. 

It should be pointed out here, that the 10 MeV lower limit on a-particle 

6 energies restricts the kinematic regions in which the Li (a,2a)d reaction 

could be studied. From the kinematic loci presented in Fig. 1.3 
0 ... 

it is clear that for values of 01 smaller than~ 25 ,. the q = 0 point will 

be lost due to the restriction that E2 > 10 MeV. 

2.1.3 El imina t i on of Competi ng Reac tions 

There are two types of competing reactions to consider: reactions due 

to target contaminants, and Li
6 

reactions involving 3 body breakup modes 

other than Li6(a,2a)d. 

The probable contaminants are H
1

, 11
7

, c
12

, N
14

, and 0
16

• Three body 

breakup involving H
1 

cannot contribute at all, with the particle identifica

tion system described in Section 2.1.2. The Li used for this experiment is 

rated as 96% Li6• The Li
7
(a,2a)t reaction has a cross section some 10 times 
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6 7 7 3 4 smaller than Li (a,2a)d (J69). Other reactions on Li, such as Li (a,aHe )H, 

etc., have highly unfavorable Q values. Hence Li
7 

caused no difficulty. 

The kinematics for 3 body breakup with c12 , N14 and 016 are all very 

similar • 
16 

0 will be shown as a representative case. Figures 2.4 and 2.5 

. 6 16 12 16 3 13 16 3 13 show the 11 (a,2a)d, 0 (a,2a)C , 0 (a,aHe )C , and O (a,He a)c reac-

o O O O tions at 69.9 MeV for 81 = 44.2 , 82 = 44.2 and for e1 = 26.2 , e2 = 62 • 

6 It is clear that in the region of zero recoil momentum for the Li (a,2a)d 

reaction, the other reactions can be distinguished kinematically. Further-

more the upper level on 

from the possible three 

the ~E signal in Fig. 2.3 eliminates most Li61 s 

. 12 14 16 body reactions on C , N and 0 

Three body breakup reaction on Li
6 

with no a-particles in the final 

state have such a large Q value they need not be considered. The remaining 

possible reactions are Li
6 (a,2a)d, Li

6
(a,aHe

3
)t, Li6 (a,He3a)-,t. Figures 2.6 

and 2.7 show the kinematic loci for the above three reactions at 69.9 MeV 

for 01 = 44.2°, 92 = 44.2° and for e1 = 26.2°, 92 = 62°. Also included is 

the threshold for the Li
6

(a,2a)np four body reaction. Again it is clear 

that the Li6 (a,2~)d reaction is clearly distinguishable from the other on 

the basis of kinematics. 

2.1.4 Reaction Mechanisms Contributing to the Li
6

(a,2a)d Reaction 

Quasi-free knockout is not the only mechanism lead ing to the Li 6 (a,2a)d 

reaction. We must consider competition from other reaction mechanisms. 

Five diagrams for possible mechanisms are shown in Fig. 2.8. There is one 

diagram with one vertex and four diagrams with two vertices with this final 

state. Diagrams with more than two vertices will not be considered. 

Diagram 2.8a represents the process usually known as instantaneous 

breakup. If the matrix element M for this process is assumed to be con

stant, then the cross section is proportional to phase space. 
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a) 

c) 

Figure 2.8: Five Feynman diagrams for the 
Li6 +a+ a+ a+ d reaction. 

d) 
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(2 .1) 

Near the quasi-free peak, this is a smoothly varying, almost constant 

function. It is, in fact, proportional to the kinematic factor (l.8) 0 Pre-

6 vious studies of the Li (~,2~)d reaction {J69) have shown that the contribu-

tion of this type of process is small. 

Figure 2.8b is the quasi-free a-a scattering already discussed in 

Section 1.2, the reaction mechanism of interest. Figure 2.8c is quasi-free 

a-d scattering. If the same analysis is applied to this reaction as was 

applied to 2.8b, it is seen that the maximum contribution is expected when 

h i 1 f h . h L· 6 i t e nterna momentum o tea int e 1 s zero. Experimentally, we can 

only detect this a if it has an energy of at least 10 MeV i.eo a momentum 

of at least 245 MeV/c. This is very far out in the tail of the momentum 

6 . 
wave function for Li as determined by previous measurements (see Section 

5.6), so that the contributions from this reaction mechanism are likely to 

be negligible. 

Figure 2.8d represents a reaction mechanism where the incident a emits 

a virtual deuteron which undergoes the d + Li
6 ➔ a+ a reaction. This reac

tion, like that in diagram 2.8c, can be excluded on kinematic grounds. The 

conditions of the knockout experiment are generally that the deuteron be 

stationary in the lab. For the deuteron in the final state of diagram 2.8d 

to be stationary in the lab, the virtual deuteron must be emitted with a 

momentum of 300 MeV/c or greater, a rather unlikely event. In addition, 

4 the threshold for breakup of He into two deuterons lies some 20 MeV above 

4 4 
the He ground state, leading to a small d + d cluster component to the He 

wave function. The necessity for a rearrangement collision at the lower 

vertex is expected to reduce the importance of this mechanism still further. 
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"""'"'PP M m P rn o 12 12 '2 2 1 ·2 P0 1 
(1 + ;;- + ;- - cose12-- - cos A..)-

Po J J P2 '"3 P2 v, (2 .1) 

Near the quasi-free peak, this is a smqothly varying, almost constant 

function. It is, in fact, proportional to the kinematic factor (1
0
8)

0 
Pre

vious studies of the Li
6

(a,2a)d reaction (J69) have shown that the contribu

tion of this type of process is small. 

Figure 2.8b is the quasi-free ~-a scattering already discussed in 

Section 1.2, the reaction mechanism of interest. · Figure 2.8c is quasi-free 

a-d scattering. If the same analysis is applied to this reaction as was 

applied to 2.8b, it is seen that the maximum contribution is expected when 

the internal momentum of the a in the Li
6 

is zero. Experimentally, we can 

only detect this a if it has an energy of at least 10 MeV i.e. a momentum 

of at least 245 MeV/c. This is very far out in the tail of the momentum 

6 . 
wave function for Li as determined by previous measurements (see Section 

5.6), so that the contributions from this reaction mechanism are likely to 

be negligible. 

Figure 2.8d represents a reaction mechanism where the incident a emits 

6 
a virtual deuteron which undergoes the d + Li ➔ a+ a reaction. This reac-

tion, like that in diagram 2.8c, ca~ be excluded on kinematic grounds. The 

conditions of the knockout experiment are generally that the deuteron be 

s_tationary in the lab. For the deuteron in the final state of diagram 2.8d 

to be stationary in the lab, the virtual deuteron must be emitted with a 

momentum of JOO MeV/c or greater, a rather unlikely event. In addition, 

4 the threshold for breakup of He into two deuterons lies some 20 MeV above 

the He4 ground state, leading to a small d + d cluster component to the He
4 

Wave function. The necessity for a rearrangement collision at the lower 

Vertex is .expected to reduce the importance of this mechanism still further. 
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The last diagram, Fig. 2.8e, is the most troublesome. This diagram 

represents a "sequential process" of the following type: 

6 6* 
a.+ Li ... a+ Li 

l_. a + d 
(2.2) 

The only discrete states of Li6 strongly excited by inelastic a. scat

tering are the 2.18 MeV (3+) state and the 4.5 MeV (2+) state (W69). For 

sequential processes, Eis uniquely determined bye, from inelastic scat

tering kinematics. The two a's arising from the reaction (2.2) will be called 

the "inelastic" a. and the "breakup" a to specify their roles in the process. 

The kinematics of a sequential process proceeding via a given state in Li6 

are determined by the kinematics of inelastic scattering. If the "inelastic" 

a is scattering into counter 1, its energy E1 is uniquely determined by e1 , 

from inelastic scattering kinematics. A peak will then occur on the kinematic 

locus at that value of E
1

• Similarly, if the "inelastic" a is scattered into 

counter 2, a peak will occur on the kinematic locus at that value of E2 deter

mined by e2 • 

As the angles of the two detectors are changed, the energies at which 

these sequential peaks occur will also change. Figure 2.9 shows energies at 

which sequential peaks will appear for quasi-free angle pairs, when the born-

barding energy is 69.9 MeV. The abscissa is 01 of the quasi-free angle pair 

(82 is unique for each 01>, the ordinant is E1, the energy coordinate for the 

projected spectra. · The high energy curves labeled 2.18 and 4.5 correspond 

to the "inelastic" a scattering into counter l via the 2.18 and 4.5 MeV states 

of Li6 • The low energy curves correspond to the "inelastic" a scattering into 

counter 2 and the "breakup" a, being detected by counter l. Also shown is the 

energy where q, the momentum (in the initial state) of the knocked out a is 
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zero. It is clear that as the angle e1 gets smaller, sequential processes 

will be occurring closer and closer to the zero recoil point. At e
1 

= 25° 

the q = 0 point and a peak due to a sequential breakup via the 4.5 MeV state 

of Li
6 

will virtually coincide. This is an additional reason for 25° being 

the limit for meaningful study of quasi-free a-0 scattering from Li6
• 

2.1.5 Optimization of Experimental Resolution 

The experimental resolution prollem to be discussed in this section is 

that of the effects caused by the large solid angles which must be used in 

such a low counting rate coincidence experiment. The effects of averaging 

the data over a finite range of energy E1 (to improve statistics) will also 

be considered. 

In Section 1.1 it was demonstrated that there are six independent kine

matic variables. One of these, E2, will be used to specify the Q value of 

the reaction. The cross section to be extracted, therefore, is a five fold 

differential quantity, dcr/d(cose1)d~l d(cose2)d~2 more conveniently written 

as dcr/d01d02dE 1o The resolution problem is tha~ the experimental set up 

has of necessity finite sizes for 601, N:lz and tiE1, the solid angles of the 

two detectors and the E1 energy bin. To analyze the effects of finite 

resolution, a large computer program, MOMRATH, was written. A description 

of this program is given in Appendix 2o The measured cross section is an 

average of the differential cross section over the allowed range of the five 

independent variables. If the measured cross section is called crM, then 

(2 .3) 

To the extent that one has a theory for dcr/d0
1
d0

2
dE

1
, one can calculate the 

"smearing effects" that make crM different from the true cross sec tion for 

t he centers of t he detectors and the E1 ener gy bin • 
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MOMRATH produces two types of output. First of all for a given reac-

tion it can calculate the "resolution function" or distribution over the five 

dimensional volume bn1 , bn2 , bE1 of some kinematic quality such as q the 

recoil momentum, or E2 the energy of the second detected particle. This 

resolution function is independent of any theory of the cross section, and 

relates strictly to the physical set up of the experiment. It gives, in 

effect, the resolving power of the system for a particular kinematic quantity. 

Secondly, the relative importance of each of the five independent variables 

is also accessed for a given geometry. Given a theory for do/dQ1dn2dE1 (usually 

that do/dn1dn2dE1 depends on li(q)j
2 

only, assuming that (~g)free and the kine

matic factor are effectively constant), the quantity om can be calculated, 

giving a direct measure of the amount of smearing. 

Studies with MOMRATH have shown that finite resolution effects become im-

+ portant only near q = O, or when one of the quantities important in determining 

the shape of the cross section has its first derivative pass through zero. 

Thus, since the object of this experiment is to measure cross sections at 

+ q = O, it is important to determine to what extent these measurements will be 

in error. 

+ 
The reason why resolution effects are important near q = 0 can be seen as 

follows. Assume that j~(q) 12 is the function that determines the shape of the 

cross section. This is a function of I q I ·only. When the nominal value of 

jqj (i.e. the value for the centers of the counters and the center of the E1 

energy bin) is well away from zero, the smearing of l+qj caused by the finite 

sizes of the counters will tend to even out, with the average still near the 

nominal value. When the nominal value of jql is zero, however, the deviation 
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will all be towards larger values of jq/. The average of vector q will 
-+-

still be very close to q = O, but the average of scalar jq/ will not be. 

Away from q = 0 this .distinction between q. and /q/ is not important. At 
-+-
q = 0 it is, since the cross section is presumed to depend on jg/ not q. 

MOMRATH has been found to have enormous value in the design of this and 

other experiments (J69). For this experiment M0MRATH was used to choose 

solid angles and counter shapes which have an essentially negligible effect 

on the resolution in lql, while maintaining adequate counting rates at most 

angles and energies. 

For the studies to follow, a prototype momentum distribution of a Gaussian 

With a width at half maximum of· 30 MeV/c was used. Thi~ is close to j~(q)j2 

as determined by (J69). Figure 2.10 shows crM and the mean value of <q> of the 

above mentioned "resolution function" for a variety of counter shapes for 

Li6(a,2a)d at 69.9 MeV with e1 = e2 = 44.25°. The ~nergy bin width Ei has 

-+-
been fixed at 400 KeV centered about E1 = 34.22 MeV the q = 0 point. The 

10 10 
counter shapes range from 2 high by 4° wide to 4° high by 2 wide, all with 

the same solid angle of two square degrees. Both counter shapes are the same. 

For cr. since rd0
) and the kinematic factor are assumed constant, what is m, ldn free 

actually plotted is -cf,2_(_0_)/~2(0) where ~2(0) the smeared value of cf,2 (q) for the 

• -+-nominal q = O point. It is seen that a ratio of height to width of about 

unity is optimum, but that for a broad range of counter shapes, the smearing 

effect is relatively small, giving approximately 5% reduction in the "measured" -cf>
2(0) from the "actual!' ~2(0). 

The resolution in q is not the sole factor in choosing the slit shapes. 

Other factors must be considered, as well. The width ~e of the slits will 

affect the width of the peaks seen in sequential processes. Above and beyond 

· the intrinsic widths of such peaks, they will acquire a kinematic spread directly 

6 
proportional to ~e. Typically, for the 2.18 MeV state of Li, at E0 =69.9 MeV, 
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0 
with e1 = 44 , the kinematic spread for inelastic a scattering is 850 Kev/degree. 

It is important to limit the kinematic spread introduced into these peaks, 

first of all to localize them in the measured spectra and limit their encroach

ment into the quasi-free peaks, and secondly so that elastic and inelastic 

a scattering can be used for energy calibrations, 

Another consideration is the efficient utilization of the active area 

of the detectors (which are always circular). To ach i eve a given solid angle 

with a tall narrow slit necessitates the use of a much smaller percentage 

of the active area of a detector than if the slit were square. This shortens 

the life of a detector since the radiation is concentrated in a small area, 

leading to rapid radiation damage. 

0 0 Given these additional considerations, a slit shape of 2 high and 1 

wide was decided upon, seeing that this does not seriously worsen the effects 

of finite resolution from their values for the optimum slit shape. 

.... . 
To gauge the effects of finite resolution for values of q other than 

zero, Figure 2.11 shows a "spectrum" for e1 = e2 
2 along with the unsmeared ~ (q). It is clear that 

= 44.2° with E 
0 

.... 
only near q = 0 

not iceab le differences between the smeared and unsmeared curves. 

= 69.9 MeV 

are there 



Target 
Number 

6 

7 

8 

TABLE 2.1 

Thickness Relative Relative Rel. Thickness 
(Chem. Analysis) Thickness Counting Rate Rel. Counting Rate 

0.456 mg. cm -2 .586 0.73 

0.779 mg. cm -2 1.00 1.00 

0. 846 mg. cm -2 1.09 1.02 

Table 2.1: Thickness determined by chemical ·analysis and 

relative counting rates for elastic alpha scat-

6 tering for three Li targets. 

---

0.80 

1.00 

1.07 

VJ 

°' 
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Section 2.2 Execution of the Experiment 

2.2.1 Targets , Scattering Chamber, 'Detectors 

Self-supporting Li targets were made using the procedure in Appendix 3. 

Three 96% isotopically pure Li6 targets were placed in the scattering chamber. 

One of these was used for the ti6(a,2a)d reaction. The others were used to 

help in assessing the reliability of the target thickness measurement, per-

formed as follows. With a beam energy of 60,5 MeV, elastic and inelastic 

a scattering (singles) spectra were measured with all three targets. After 

the experiment, known areas of all three targets were chemically analyzed for 

Li content, and the thicknesses determined by this method were compared with 

the relative counting rates for ' a scattering from the three targets. 

Table 2.1 gives a comparison of the two methods. The discrepancy between 

the two methods for determining relative thickness is presumably due to non-

uniformity in the thickness. Target number 7 was used for the Li6(a,2a)d reac-

-2 
tion, and its thickness will be taken as 0.78 mg.cm + 25%. 

The scattering chamber used for this experiment was designed by Dr. Charles 

Goodman of Oak Ridge National Laboratories. It is 30 inches in diameter, and 

is equipped for two independent counters. The angle of one counter, (which will 

be called counter 1) and the separation angle between the counters are indepen-

dently adjustable to an ac~uracy of better than 0.1°. The target angle was 

fixed for this experiment at 0° (target normal to th~ beam). A check of the 

zero reading for the counter angles was made at the beginning of the experi~ent 

by taking singles spectra on both sides of the beam with the same counter. The 

nominal angles were found to be correct to within+ 0.05°. 

ij 
' . 

•I 

' 

1 
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The two counters as dicussed in Section 2.1.2 each consisted of two 

Si solid state detectors. For court:er 1 the 6E detector was a 61µ Si sur-

face barrier detector, the "E" or tli.ck detector was a 3000 µ Si (Li) detec

tor. For counter 2 the 6E detector was a 55 µ Si surface barrier detector, 

the "E" detector was a 1500 µ Si surface barrier detector. 

The defining slits in front of each counter were 0.025 in. Ta 1/8" wide 

by 1/4" high at a distance of 7" fran the center of the chamber, for a nominal 

1° x 2° size. The actual solid angles were: 601 ~ 5.85 x 10-4 + 1.5%, 

-4 
~02 = 5.68 X 10 + 2%. 

2.2.2 The Beam 

The a-particle beam from the O,k Ridge Isochronous cyclotron was analyzed 

by a 153°, 50 inch radius n = ~ ana~yzing magnet. The exit slit of the magnet 

was 100 mils wide, giving an ·energy spread to the beam of 1 part in 500. The 

beam energy was calculated from the magnetic field in the analyzing magnet, as 

measured by a nuclear magnetic resoiance probe and from the geometry of the slits. 

The beam currents used in the experiment ranged from 10 to 100 nanoamps. 

The beam passing through the target was stopped in a Faraday cup and the total 

charge was measured with a current ~ntegrator and a scaler. The integrator 

was calibrated after the run with a 1 µ amp source. 

to be accurate to better than 3%. 

The calibration is believed 

During the course of the run the beam spot on the target was checked from 

time to time with a phosphorescent screen. The location was observed to wander 

laterally, generally less than 1/32 of an inch, but sufficient to affect the an-

gular accuracy of the measurement. With a detector at a distance of 7 inches 

and at an angle of 26°, this wander corresponds to a 0.2° uncertainty in the 

measured angle. This will be taken as the accuracy with which angles were 

known. 
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2.2.3 Electronics 

A block diagram of the electr3nics is given in Figure 2.12. The pre

amplifiers were Tennelec Model TC-150 charge sensitive preamplifiers. The 

output signals of the preamplifiers were split, and for each counter the 6E 

and E signals were added by inverting one signal, balancing their relative 

amplitudes with variable impedances (in the "ADDER" unit) and feeding them 

into the differential inputs of a rennelec TC-200 amplifier. The added sig-

nals were delayed and fed into a Tennelec TC-250 biased amplifier. The out-

puts of the biased amplifiers were gated and fed into the X and Y analog-to

digital converters (A.D.C.'s) of a Victoreen 20,000 channel two dimensional 

pulse height analyzer operating in a 100 channel (Y or E2) by 200 channel (X or 

E1) mode. 

The gating signals were derived from the following coincidence circuitry. 

The second (split) output of each preamp was fed into a double delay line 

amplifier (Ortec Model 410 for the E1 and E2 signals, Canberra Model 1410 for 

the 6E1 and 6E2 signals). The outputs of these amplifiers were fed into single 

channel analyzers (S.C.A.'s) which were set to give the partial particle iden

tification described in Section 2.1.2. The outputs of the S.C.A.'s were fed 

in pairs into time-to-amplitude converters (T.A.C.'s). The pairs were 6E1 - E2, 

6E2 -·E2 , and 6E1 -6E2• The outputs of the three T.A.C.'s were fed through 

three more S.C.A. 's set to allow only events from the same beam r.f. burst to 

pass. The outputs of these three S.C.A.'s were sent into an Ortec Model 409 

triple coincidence unit. When a triple coincidence occurred the output signal 

triggered a gate generator which cpened the gates for the linear signals to 

enter the X and Y A.D.C.'s of the 20,000 channel analyzer. 
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This somewhat redundant coincidence circuitry allowed switching between 

coincidence and singles counting without changing any cables or connections. 

Singles spectra were taken with each counter for each angle pair and stored in 

the lowest X and Y channels of the 20,000 channel analyzer. The switch from 

coincidence to singles could be achieved by throwing two switches on the triple 

coincidence unit, and moving one pin on the program board of the analyzer, with 

no need to interfere with the gating circuitry. 

In addition to the above electronics, scalers were used to record the num-

her of pulses out of the S.C.A. 's after the E1 - tE1 T.A.C. and the E2 - tE2 

T.A.C., on the output of the triple coincidence unit, on the current integrator 

and on a kilocycle clock which ran only while the analyzer was in the accumulate 

mode. The scaler outputs on the :wo T.A.C.'s were checked after the experi-

ment was completed and no irregularities were found. 

A SCIPP 1600 channel pulse height analyzer was also available for this 

experiment. It was used to monitJr the data as it was being taken by display-

ing either the gated E1 + tE1 or tie gated E2 ~ tE2 signal. 

To determine the extent to whlch dead time losses from the electronics 

effected the experimental measurements, the following procedure was carried 

out during part of the experiment. While data were being taken, signals from 

a four channel pulser were fed simJltaneously into the preamplifiers for the 

four solid state detectors, at a rate of about 1/sec. These signals had the 

shape and pulse heights to simulate two a-particles with E1 ~ 80 MeV and E2 ~ 70 

MeV. A peak from the pulser signals appeared in the two dimensional energy 

spectra in a region well away from the Li6(~,2~)d kinematic locus. From the 

number of counts in this peak, the rate of the pulser, and the time for which 

data were accumulated, dead times were estimated. 
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70.3 MeV 

79.6 MeV 
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TABLE 2.2 

01 e2 

44.25° 35.25°, 38.25°, 41. 25°' o* 44. 25 , 47.25°, 

41.25° 44.25°, o* l 7. 25 , 50.25° 
* 

38.25° 38.2°, 41. 2 ° ' 44.'2°, 47.2°, 50. 2° 

36.75 51. 7° * 

35.25° 50.2°, o* 53. 2 , 56.2° 

32.25° 47.15°, 50.15°' 53.15° * 56.15° 
' 

59.15°, 

29.25° 59.10° * 

26.25° 58.0°, 61. 0° , 64.0° 

44.3° 44.3°* 
* 41. 3° 47.3° 

39.8° 45.8°, o* 48. 8 , 51.8° 

38. 3° 50.3° * 

36.8° 51. 8° * 

35.3° 53.3° * 

* 32. 3° 56.2° 

29.3° 56.2°, o* 59. 2 , 62.2° 

26.3° 62.1° * 

44.15° 44.15°* 

44.15° 44.15°* 

41.15° 47.15°* 

38.15° 50.10°* 

35.15° 53.10°* 

32.15° 56.05°* 

29.15° 58.90°* 

44.1 ° 44.1°* 

41.1° 47.1°* 
* 38 . 1 ° 50 .1 ° 

35.1° 53.1°* 

32.1° 56.1°* 

Angles and Energies at which D?ta was taken 

Asterisk (*) indicates "quasi-free" angle pair 

50.25° 

62.15° 
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In general, dead time was found to be in the range of 4% t 8% 
0 0. This 

relative constancy is partly due to an attempt to keep the singles rates for 

the two counters constant by adjusting the cyclotron beam intensity. For 

the measurements where e1 was smallest, however, dead times may have been larger 

than the above figure. 

2.2.4 "Semi On-Line" Data 'Processing = 

A S.E.L. 850A computer with a 16,000 word memory and disc storage was used 

for "semi on-line" data handling. When a two dimensional spectrum was com-

pleted, the memory of the 20,000 channel analyzer could be transferred to the 

disc storage of the S.E.L. 850A and was thus immediately available for preliminary 

processing. 

A program was used which generated two hyperbolae across the two dimensional 

data array and summed they channels between the hyperbolae for every X channel. 

This program was used to provide preliminary projected spectra within minutes, 

and was of great value in allowing the experimenters to keep track of the data 

as it was being taken. 

2.2.5 Data Taken 

Table 2.2 lists the angle pairs and energies at which data was taken. In 

addition, singles spectra were recorded for each angle of every pair, for use 

in energy calibrations. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DATA REDUCTION 

Section 3.1 Energy Calibrations 

Energy calibrations were obtained from the singles data taken for both 

counters at each angle pair. The data was stored in the lowest channel in 

each direction, i.e. the E1 singles along the E1 axis (x axis) the· E~ singles 

along the E2 axis (y axis). From these singles spectra the elastic a 

scattering peaks were used as calibration points. 

The overall accuracy of the E1 calibration established by this method 

is believed to be better than 100 KeV. There is some scatter in the points 

caused by the wander of the beam spot mentioned in 

channel width is 395 KeV. 

Section 2.2.2 The E 
+ 

Some difficulty was experienced because of the one degree width of the 

slits in front of the counters. In a region of the elastic scattering 

angular distribution where the cross section is varying rapidly as a function 

of angle the elastic scattering peak will have a maximum at an energy 

corresponding to some angle slightly differe~t than the nominal angle 

<the angle for the center of the slits). Figure 3.1 shows the elastic a 

scattering angular distributions at 70.3, 79.6, 59.0 and 50.4 MeV, taken 

from the above mentioned singles spectra. It can be seen that the counting 

rate can vary by as much as 25% :l,n one degree. A crude estimate of the effect 

on the calibration of counting rate variations across the face of the 

counters gives a maximum error of less than 60 KeV. 

The overall accuracy of the E2 calibration is believed to be better 

than 200 KeV, The E
2 

calibration is not as critical as that for E
1

, since 

the E2 variable is integrated over to produce projected ~pectra, and it 
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is necessary only that it be good enough to include the proper channels in 

the integral. 

A problem closely associated Nith the accuracy of the energy calibration, 

-+ 
is the accuracy with which the q = 0 point can be determined (see Section 4.1). 

The 0.2° uncertainty in the angles can cause an uncertainty of up to 200 Kev. 

-+ 
in the energy for which q = 0 actually occurs, Coupled with the 100 Kev 

uncertainty in the calibration there could be a total error of up to 300 Kev 

+ 
in determination of the q = 0 point. 
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Section 3.2 Projection of the Data onto the E
1 

Axis 

The projection of the data onto the E1 axis was done in the following 

manner. Using the energy calibrations discussed in the previous section, 

curves were generated across the 100 x 200 channel data array. These corres

pond to kinematic loci for the Li6(a,2a)d reaction with Q values of 0.0 and 

-3.0 MeV. The actual Q value is -1.47 MeV. ,For a given E1 channel all the 

events in the E2 channels lying between the ·two kinematic loci (including 

those channels through which the loci passed) were summed. This was done 

only for the solution to three body kinematic (see Appendix 1) corresponding 

-+ 
to larger values of E

2
• This is the solution containing the q = 0 point. 

The separation of the experirr.ental kinematic locus from the region of 

4 body events corresponding to an a+ a+ n + p final state (Q value= 

-3.69 MeV) is quite clean, and it appears that almost none of these events 

is included in the sums, 
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TABLE 3.1 

Source Percent Error 

Solid Angles 3.5% 

Target Thickness 25% 

E1. Energy Bin Width ~.5% 

Faraday Cup ~ 3% 

Total ~32% 

Contributions to ·the Error in the Absolute 
Cross Sections 
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Section 3.3 Absolute Magnitude of the Cross Sections. 

Table 3.1 gives the contributions of various sources to the uncer

tainty in the absolute magnitude of the cross sections. The total uncer

tainty is± 32%, with the largest contribution being due to uncertainty 

in the target thickness. For different spectra and within a given 

spectrum, relative errors are all taken to be statistical, i.e. the square 

root of the number of counts. Howe·.rer, the estimates of dead time losses, 

discussed in Section 2.2.3 should be borne in mind when comparing cross 

sections from different spectra. Tie relative uncertainty is less than 

± 2% except possibly at the very smallest values of e1 • 

I 
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Section 3.4 Results 

The experimental data will now be presented in a series of Figures 

(3.2 to 3.13). The data is in the form of projected energy spectra 

For the data at 79.6 MeV bombarding energy, the spectra are displayed 

with pairs of channels summed to improve the statistics of each point. The 

El channel width for these spectra is therefore 790 KeV. Fig. 3.2 shows 

the energy spectra for 9 quasi-free angle pairs at a bombarding energy of 

79.6 MeV. For all of these spectra, 012 , the separation angle between the 

0 
two counters, is roughly constant ar.d equal to ~88.5 • 0

1 
varies between 

44.3 0 0 
and 26.3 • In each spectrum, the point where q = 0 occurs is indicated 

by an arrow on the E1 axis. The location of the sequential peak due to 

the 4.5 MeV state of 116 is also indicated on each spectrum. 

It is of interest to note that the magnitude of the cross section at 

q = 0 varies greatly as e1 changes. It has a minimum near 38.3° and maxima 

0 0 
at 90 and 32.3 • This behavior is remarkably similar to the behavior of 

free a-a scattering in the vicinity of 80 MeV, as seen in Fig. 2.1 

(Remember that for free a-a scattering 0 = ~9cm ). 

Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 show similar sets of spectra for bombarding 

energies of 70.3, 59.9, and 53.4 MeV. Remarks similar to those made about 

Fig. 3.2 apply here also. It is interesting to note in comparing the four 

0 ➔ 
spectra with e1 = e2 ~ 44 that the cross section for q = 0 drops by a 

factor of about 15 between 50.4 MeV and 79.6 MeV. This is strikingly similar 

to the behavior with bombarding energy of the free ~-a cross section at 

ecm -- 90° h ' F 2 2 as s own 1.n ig. • . 

Fig. 3.8 shows six energy spectra at a bombarding energy of 70.3' MeV, 

with e1 = 44.25°. e2 varies betweer. 50.25° and 35.25°. The possibility 
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of q = 0 occurs only in the spectrum for e
2 

= 44.25°, but an arrow indi

cates where the point of minimum q occurs in each spectrum. Sequential 

groups corresponding to the 4.5 MeV state of Li6 occur on the high energy 

side of the quasi-free peak in all the spectra. Because the value of 

El for these events is uniquely determined by the value of 01 (see dis

cussion in Section 2.1.4) this group occurs at the same value of E1 in 

all six spectra. For the spectra with e2 = 50.25° and 47.25°, sequential 

groups corresponding to the 2.18 MeV state of Li6 occur on the low energy 

side of the quasi-free peak. These groups of events are due to the inelas

tically scattered a being detected br counter two. For each 02 the value 

of E2 for these groups is unique, but the value of E1 , is not, because the 

kinematic locus can be double valued. For the values of 02 smaller then 

47.25° shown here, the energy of inelastically scattered a's from the 2.18 MeV 

state of Li
6 

is larger than any valu~ of E
2 

on the kinematic locus and so no 

sequential groups occur from that pr)cess. 

As mentioned previously, the only point with q = 0 in· Fig. 3.8 occurs 

• 0 ~ 
in the spectrum with 0

2 
= 44.25 • The minimum value of q in the other 

0 
spectra gets larger, the further 02 is from 44.25 • In general, the cross 

sections at these "q min." points gets smaller as "q min." gets larger. 

This is what might be expected if l~(q)\
2 

was the only strongly varying fac

tor in the cross section. In fact _ jp(q)I 
2 

is not the only strongly varying 

factor determining the cross section. The spectra in Fig. 3.2 showed that 

(dG/dO)a-a also seems to play a strong role in determining the cross section. 

Figures 3.6, 3.7, and 3.9 to 3.13 show other sets of spectra for bombard

ing energies of 79.6 and 70.3 MeV. for each figure, e1 is the same for all 

the spectra. The same general comments that were made about Fig. 3.8 apply 

to these figures as well. There are some individual differences, however. 

In Fig. 3.10, for instance, the only point with q = 0 occurs in the top 
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0 0 spectrum, with e
1 

= 38.25 and e2 = 50.2 • Again the minimum value of \ql 

i 
. 0 

ncreases as e2 gets further away from 50.2 • But in this case the cross 

section seems to increase as "q min." gets larger, instead of decrease. 

This is the opposite of what one would expect if lt(q)l 2 
was the only 

strongly varying factor of the cross sectiono This feature and other anomal

ies Will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. 
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~Ction 3.5 Sequential Processes 

The concern in this experiment with sequential processes has so far 

been largely how to select regions of phase space in which they are unimpor-

tant when compared with quasi-free scattering. As discussed in Section 2 1 4 . . , 
the only t 1 6 sates seen strongly in ine astic a scattering on Li are the 2.18 

Mev (3+) and the 4.5 MeV (2+) states. This i~, in general, a criterion for 

a state to contribute to the three body a+~+ d final state via sequential 

decay. Indeed these two states do seem to be the only ones which appear 

st
rongly in the spectra presented in Figs. 3.2 - 3.13. 

Angular correlation measurements of sequential breakup reactions can 

Provide information on the angular momentum quantum numbers of the inter

mediate state. They are often used in this way for reactions followed by 

y .. decay to study the intermedfate state. Given a knowledge of the quantum 

numbers of the intermediate state, angular correlatio~s can be used to 

Study . matrix elements of the formation of that state in the reaction being 

this type of study in the. Li
6

(a,2a)d reaction are 
stUdied. Examples of 

reported by Dolinov (Do69)at 25 MeV bombarding energy and Matsuki "(Ma68) 

at 29 •4-MeV bombarding energy. 

The angular correlation data in this experiment. does not cover a large 

enough angular range for an analysis of the sequential processes to be worth

While. Of considerable interest, however, is the possibility of interference 

between the quasi-free and sequential components of the cross section for the 

q + q + d final state. Presumably the matrix elements for the diagrams in 

Figs. 2.8b and 2.8c should be added and then squared yielding an interference 

term. o i d ne place to look for such interference, either construct ve or estruc-

tive 
, Would be in a region of phase space where the contributions of both 

diagrams are non-negligible. 
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As an example, consider Fig. 3,12. Here are six spectra with e
1 

= 32.25° 

for E0 = 70.3 MeV. In the bottom spectrum, with e2 = 47.15° the quasi-free 

peak is quite small. The sequentia~ peak due to the 4.5 MeV state of Li6 

shows clearly with its long tail. ~his tail is also seen in the inelastic 

scattering (singles) spectra which vere used for the energy calibration (see 

section 3.1). As e2 increases, the position of the sequential peak remains 

fixed, but the quasi-free peak shifts to higher energies, until in the top 

0 
spectrum with e2 = 62.15 they almost coincide. As the two peaks get closer 

together, there appears to be no discernible interference between them. The 

cross section in the region between the peaks can, within statistics, be 

explained by the simple addition ·of the shapes of the two peaks, as seen 

when they are clearly separated in the spectra near the bottom of the figure. 

No positive evidence either for (or against) interference has been 

found in any of the spectra. This js not to say that interference doesn't 

occur, but it is not strong enough to be evident upon close examination of 

the spectra. 
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CHAPrER 4 

THE a-a OFF-MASS-;HELL CROSS SECTION 

A particle is said to be "virt.ial" if the square of its four-momentum 

is not equal to minus the square of its rest mass, i.e. 

Th 2 1/'j, 
e particle is said to be a "distance" ~E = m - (-1P ) off-mass-shell. 

The struck particle in the Li6(a,2a)d reaction is, in the model illus

trated by the Feynman diagram belo~, a virtual a-particle in this sense 
(,) 

Conservation of four-momentum at the two vertices requires that the trans

ferred particle has an invariant mass different from that of a free a-particle. 

The elastic scattering at the upper vertex is said to be off the mass-shell 

by the distance Yfb:-trl5, This quar.tity is readily calculated as follows: 

four momentum conservation at the lower vertex implies 

Hence 

Hence 

tf\ = !'PT - 1P3 

if;= [- f.3 ' l ( r.1T- m3 - T/) j 

[ { ) L ( m,. - E_ e - T3 ')] 

(4. 2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 
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If one then makes a non-relativistic approximation 

(4.5) 

Then if the rest mass of the virtual a is called m
2 

one finally finds that 

the transferred particle (and also the collision) is off the mass-shell by 

the distance 

(4.6) 

Three kinematic variables are needed to specify the off-mass-shell cross 

section. The ones chosen here are Ei' the initial c.m. energy of the two 

a-particles, Ef, the final c.~. energy of the two a-particles and 0cm, the 

c.m. scattering angle. Derivations of these quantities are given in Appendix 1. 

Note that the notation is different in Appendix 1: Ei = Ti - Toscm; 

Ef = Tf = TlZcm· The difference between Ei and Ef is just EB+ q2/2µ, the 

distance of the collision from the mass-shell. The differential cross section 

may then be written as da/dQ(Ei, Ef' 0cm). 

In this chapter a-a off-mass-shell cross sections will be presented which 

were extracted from the spectra presented in Chapter 3 by assuming the validity 

of the P.W.I.A, The primary off-mass-shell data will be taken from the points 

for which q = O. A second set of data will be taken from points where 

l+ql = 30 MeV/c. 

Of particular interest are on-mass-shell approximations to the observed 

off-mass-shell cross section. In many previous quasi-free scattering experi

ments, such approximations have been used without careful investigation of their 

validity. There is no clear guide in the theory as to what on-mass-shell cross 

r~11•,ii~I 
11~1 il'l:11,1 
I 111 , I 1 

I' I 
I ' 
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section is the best approximation. In p-a scattering it has been observed 

(CS9) that the on-energy-shell cross section is largely a function of momen

tum transfer only, hence a fairly plausible choice of the free cross section 

to use in (1.7) can be made (J63). For a-a scattering, however, this strong 

dependence on one variable does not exist, and there is no obvious prescrip

tion for the on-energy-shell cross section to use in (1.7). Two possible on

mass~shell approximations to da/dn(Ei, Kf, 6~m) will be investigated. These 

are da/dn(E1 , 6cm) and da/dn(Ef, ecm>· These will be referred to as the Ei 

and E a . f pproximations. Other choices for on-mass-shell approximations could, 

of course, be made. 

,:,,1 

! ,, 
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.§..ection 4.1 -+ Off-Mass-Shell Cross Sections at q = 0 

In the spectra presented in Figures 3.3 - 3.13, there are 26 points 

where +q = 0 1 dd occurs. n a ition one spectrum was measured withe = e = 
1 2 

44 · 15° at E
0 

= 60.5 MeV which contains a q_= 0 point, and the three spectra 

With 0 26 o 1 = .25 and E = 70.3 MeV can be interpolated to yield another 
0 

~ 

q = O point. Thus there are 28 data points in all with q = 0. 

For these 28 data points the eras~ section at q = 0 was extracted, 

Wi th allowance made in the error for the± 300 KeV or± 3/4 channel uncer~ 

tainty . -+ 
in the energy of the q = O point. These cross sections were then 

divided by the kinematic factor (1.8) yielding the product of the effective 

a-a cross section and j~(q = 0)j 2: 

The free a.-o. cross sections have been measured at very nearly the 

energies needed to compare free and quasi-free angular distributions. It is 

neces sary, however, in view of the accuracy of the present data to inter-

Polate between the angular distributions of (D65) and (C60). Figure 4.1 

shows the free ,..,_,.., f i f 23 6 26 6 "" "" cros,s sections at center ·o mass energ es o • , • , 

29 •2, 31.9, 34;9, 38,7 and 49.6 MeV, all norIDalized to unity at 90°. Dis

Played in this form, the systematics of the free o.-o. data are clearer. 

It is then easier to make reasonable interpolations for the free cross 

sections at the desired energies, for the 59.0, 70.3 and 79.6 MeV quasi-free 

data • Recent unpublished data (B69) indicates that there are no new reson-

ances in o.-o. scattering between 55 and 70 MeV bombarding energy. Thus a 

stnooth 1 bl interpolation of the data currently availab e seems reasona e. For 

the 50.4 MeV data, the cross section for Ef = 25.1 MeV is already available 

from (C60). For Ei = 23.6 MeV the cross section can be generated frpm the 
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phase shifts reported in (D65). 

The free c;oss sections for Ef and Ei together with the quasi-free 

angular distributions are shown in Figure 4.2. It is clear that fore > 65° 
cm 

Ef is superior :o Ei, and the agreement for Ef seems to be very good indeed. 

However, for smaller angles it would seem that deviations from Ef begin 

to occur, particularly in the 79.6 and 59 MeV data. An alternate way of 

displaying the data is to present excitation functions for (do/dn) at a 

fixed angle, as a function of energy. The five data points corresponding 

to 0cm = 90° ara shown in Figure 4.3, plotted against both Ei and Ef. Also 

shown is the frae (or on-mass-shell) a-a excitation function for 0 
cm 

0 = 90. 

The quasi-free :iata has been normalized in both cases to give a "best fit". 

The normalizati~n factor for Ei is l~(O) 1
2 = 2.67 x l0-7(MeV/c)-3sr-l = 

2.05 fm. 3sr-1 . For Ef it is l~(0) 1
2 = 1.97 x l0-7(MeV/c)-3sr-l = 1.51 fm. 3sr-

1
• 

In either case, one can say that the agreement of the energy dependence of 

the free and the quasi-free cross sections is very good indeed.· It ·is clear 

from figure 4.3 that a somewhat better fit is obtained for Ef than for Ei, 

but the case cannot be made strongly. 

Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 show excitation functions for 0 
cm 

0 
= 83. 8 , 

7 0 O O O ,0 
7.7 , 71.5 , 65.4 , 59.3 and 53.2 • The quasi-free data is again plotted 

against both Ei and Ef. The free a-a excitation functions are also shown, 

with the data between 22 and 26 MeV being generated from the phase shifts 

given in (D65). The normalization of the quasi-free data to the free data 

is the same as for Figure 4.3. It again appears that Ef provides a better 

fit to the data, given the normalization to the 90° excitation function. 

It would appear from the overall comparison of the quasi-free and free 

-+ 
a-a cross sections, that for q = 0, the factorization of the P.W.I.A. cross 

section is remarkably good, if Ef is used for the free cross sections. 
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I 1
2 -7 . -3 -1 

Whether the normalization factor 4>(0) ~ 2.0 x 10 (MeV/c) sr is 

reasonable or not will be considered in Chapter 5. 

Some comments should be made on the choice of the Ef approxima

tion. Firstly, it should be remembered that Ef is merely an on-energy-shell 

approximation to the desired off-energy-shell cross section. Some off-energy_

shell calculations are discussed later in this chapter. Secondly, absorption 

effects may in fact be important, and there is no reason to expect these 

to be the same for all scattering angles. Thus the apparent preference for 

Ef from the angular distributions may be an accidental effect of increasing 

absorption with decreasing scattering angle. The overall impression of the 

+ 
data, however, is that P.W.I.A. appears to give excellent results for q = 0. 

,I 

til'iil"-1 
it 111•11,II! 
/I 1•1 11, 
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~Ction 4.2 Off-Mass-Shell Cross Sections for q # 0 

Having extracted off-mass-shell cross sections for q = 0 and having 

determined that the factorization of th if i ~ e quas - ree cross sect on for q = o 

seems valid, the next logical step is to look at the data where q # o. For 

an exploratory investigation, the data for /q/ = 30 MeV/c have been .chosen. 

In each spectrum containing a q = 0 point,. there are two points at which 

= 30 MeV/c. These points are roughly the half-maximum points on eithe.r 

Side f 0 the quasi-free peak. For convenience these will be called q = -30 

MeV/c or the q = +30 MeV/c points, depending on whether the point falls on 

the low energy f or the high energy side of the quasi- ree peak, respectively. 

These q = ± 30 MeV/c points have the property that all the points for 

one a 
ctual bombarding energy correspond very nearly to the same values of 

Ei and Ef. However, the q = + 30 MeV/c and the q = - 30 M.eV/c points corres

pond to two different direct~ons for the recoil deuteron. The q = -30 MeV/c 

Points all have the deuteron recoiling at a laboratory angle of 85° ± 2° 

relative to the beam on the side of counter one. The q = +30 MeV/c points 
\ 

all have the deuteron recoiling at an angle of 85° ± 2° relative to the 

beam, but on the side of counter two. 

Figure 4.7 shows the q = ± 30 MeV/c angular distributions. The errors 

on the data include the± 300 KeV uncertainty in the determination of the 

q = ± 30 MeV/c points. The data has been normalized by taking the q ~ +30 

'MeV/c and the _q = -30 MeV/c l)Oints for the spectra with e1 = e2··- 44° an~ 

Betting their mean equal to unity. Smooth curves have been drawn through 

the , 
Various angular distributions to guide the readers eye. It is immed-

iate! i 11 d Y obvious that the two angular distributions are systemat ca y ifferent. 

This difference between q = +30 MeV/c and q = -30 MeV/c constitutes 

a definfte failure of P.W.I.A.,since the two effective cross sections 
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should be identical. It is interesting, however, to note how they differ. 

When the +30 MeV/c and the -30 MeV/c effective a-a cross sections are 

, t means that the quasi-free peak is not centered at q = o, but different i 

ted I in energy to a slightly different value of E1 . This shift is is "shif • 

rection, however, as is evi ent rom the way the not always in the same di d f 

MeV c and -30 MeV c data cross, curves for the +30 / / 

There is, however, a similarity between the q = + 30 MeV/c and the 

q ~ - 3o MeV/c data if the one set is shifted a few degrees relative to the 

Other. The smooth curves drawn through the q = +30 MeV/c and the q = -30 

MeV/c data are quite similar in shape, but seem to be offset from each 

Other by a few d egrees. 

With -q - +30 MeV/c data 

It is interesting to replot the data of Figure 4.7 

plotted against ( n-8 ). This is equivalent to 

ignoring the symmetrization of the a-a cross section and assuming the 

of the deuteron somehow makes the two a's distinguishable. presence . 

In Figure 4.8 the smo~th curves are the cross sections for Ef from 

Figure 4.3 displayed for ( e + t,.) and ( n - e - A) where A is a shift 

introduced t h h d 11 . ibl o make the curves pass throug t e ata as we as poss e. 

~ote th at A is different for each energy. The normalization. of all four 

curves was chosen to make them pass through unity at 90°. With this latitude 

in 1 p Otting the curves, it is possible to make them pass through most of 

~d . 
?ta points. It is interesting to note that t,. decreases with energy. 

At so.4 MeV O A - 20. t,. ~ 5 ; at 79.6 MeV u -
➔ 

This shift t,. is similar to the shifts from symmetry about q = 0 often 

observed in wave functions extracted from angular correlations in knockout 

reacti ons. In the latter e 
a3a/dQ an dE is divided by {da/pn) and 

cas ' 1 2 1 

li<q) 12 
a3a/dn

1
an

2
aE

1 
is divided by 

is extracted; in the present case, 

and (da/dn) is extracted. In both cases a shift in angle is observed. licq) 12 
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This type of shift has often been attributed to distortion effects 
. , though 

it is not clear that d bl istortion is the only possi e mechanism that can 

Produce "shifts". 

There is one more fairly complete set of data available for the type 

of test presented in Figure 4.8. There are six angle pairs in the 70.3 MeV 

data withe - 85°. ff i ti 
12 For these spectra e ect ve cross sec ons can also be 

extracted for q = ± 30 MeV/c. None of these .six spectra contains q = 0 

Points. The one. difference between this data and that in Figure 4.8 is that 

Ef = 31 .7 MeV for all the data points. This data is displayed in Figure 4.9 

Wi th the q = +30 MeV/c data displayed for ( u - e ). The curve is the inter

polated free cross section for 31. 7 MeV shifted and normalized in · the s ame 

manner as the curves in Figure 4.9. In this case, the curve actually misses 

Inany f o 0 the points, and the shift~ used here is only about 1. The quality 

of the "fit" is too pooi;- and the number and range of data points is too 

limited b h , however, to draw any strong conclusions a out t _e size or signifi-

gance of~. 

The results in _this section show that P.W.I.A. does not give a perfect 

descriptions f i f k k t h J. 0 of the reaction mechanism or quas - ree noc ou wen qr • 

lt w 
ould seem, however, that distortion effects are fairly small and seem 

to d f h ecrease with bombarding energy. The qualitative eatures oft e P.W.I.A. 

cross h d section are still strongly present in - t e ata. 
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~ion 4.3 Off-Mass-Shell Calculations 

~ 3 • l Theorz 

In this section, off-mass-shell cross sections for a-a scattering will 

be Calculated i h ' 1 F h wt a phenomenological a-a pQtentia. or ot er studies of 
th

is Problem see Balashov and ( 68) Th f 11 · Meboniya B •· e o owing conventions will 
be used: ~ · 

r(k) is a plane wave of momentum hk, X(k) is a Coulomb distorted 

~ave' and ,,, (k) is . f . . 
~ the full scattering wave unction. The subscripts i and f 

~ill refer to the initial and final states. 

The cross section for elastic scattering on the mass-shell is (R67) 

~her 
e Pf is the density of final states. 

(4. 9) 

(4.10) 

On th 
e mass-shell kf = k

1
• 

dropped 
but the k /k term is retained. 

f . i 

Off the mass-shell the Ef = Ei restriction is 

section is 

Thus the off-mass-shell cross 
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It can also be expressed as 

k - k f m ~ I < l/J (-) ( ) I l ,I., ( ~ ) ) \ ~:::::. (~) 
dn - k;_ 1t 11~~ ,._ T f- k'.f V If;. ~ - d..n.. .1[ 

(4.12) 

These two forms will not necessarily give the same cross section off the 

mass-shell though they must on the mass-shell. Whether (da/dO)I (4.11) or 

(dcr/dO)II (4.12) is the better expression off the mass-shell is related to 

dcr dcr . 
whether dO (Ei) or dO (Ef) is a better on-mass-shell approximation and both 

forms will be investigated. 

The "T matrix" element <~ f (kf) I v\~i (+) (~ )> will now be converted into 

the "two potential" form. It seems at first that the numerical calculation 

of <fflv\~1 (+)> is a perfectly well defined operation. If Vis an infinite 

range potential, however, it is not possible to calculate <~fjv\~i (+)> 

numerically, hence the "two potential" approach. Vis separated into two 

potentials, a long range and a short range one, which will be called V 1 b cou om 

and Vnuclear or V0 and v1 respectively. 

(4.13) 

Coulomb or "distorted" waves are defined as 

-y (:t) 
.J'--.f- == 1 f- + 

(4.14) 

The T matrix is 

(4.15) 
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Replacing 1f with (4.14) yields 

T <A I {(,(-t) (-) I,,, (-+-) 
f.i. == 'ff I Vo 't',i ) + ( '"'J...f. /\.I, .'i. ) 

I I (+) > - (<pf\ Yo E: - H -Y ±. LE V. Cf',i f O 0 
(4.16) 

Now the first terms above can be reexpressed using the following identity 

Vo _ _:_--
E-H-V.+.i..t o 0 

hi . d ,1,i(+) T sis use to express~ 

<f. (+) = A, -t-
A.- "r';_ 

= cp . + 
J.. 

E.-H-V+i.E: 0 0 

in a more convenient form: 

I V ( 1/J (4-) ,I, ) 
£;;·- H -V. t-i..E o T.i.. - 't'.i. 

4 0 0 

- v Ct) \ \.1i Cf · (+) 
.J... i. + E:4 - H0 - V0 +--..: f A · 

Substituting this into the first term of (4ol6) yields 

Th =- <<f\ \Vo\ -X_/+l) + ( ¢f !Vo E.c:-H~-Vot-.i.f V, \ lfi C+) > 

On the energy -shell the second and fourth terms normally cancel since 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

{4o 19) 

Ef = Ei. Off the energy-shell they do not. However, these two terms can 

be combined into a more useful form. 

- <cf>t lV0 Ef-H~-Vot-i.E vt\~/+))t(cfaf\vo C,.i-~o-VO+i(V1 \lf-':+>> 
~ -(</>f \\lo [ £f_H10-Vo-tiE- E · - ~ -V t-i.El V, \ lj)i (t)) 

4 0 0 J 

== - (<P.f I Vo [£f_,_/o-Yo+i.f (E+-E.) E.-~/ -v -t-.L~\/,\4}+)) 
"- o o Ej (4.20) 

!1! 
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Now Using (4 .I8) and (4.14) this becomes 

(4.21) 
'l'hus 

altogether 

~A -= < cfi-f l Yo I -xi. (f) > +- <x:-)1 v. I ~).' (f > > 
+ ( E _(- Et) ( X. f - cf>.t:J t/Ji -: "'j_ i. ) 

(4.22) 

"c Equation (4.22) is exact. The matrix element <1f jv
0

1 Xi(+)> is the 
0 ulomb 

amplitude". On the mass-shell this tenn is known exactly: 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

~ere 

(4.25) 
IJ is the 

reduced mass for the scattering system and ?'o is the "zeroth Coulomb 
Pha 

se Shift" 
. . 

ener 
The author i f · f f (0) ff th s unaware of a closed orm expression or c o e 

gy.shell. This term could be tre.ated in 1st Born Approximation. Then· 

\(e)'""' ~µ. 2 ii!:
1 e~ . 

;It "(-f<,:t + 1.t-:.lJt,~. cos@) 
(4.26) 

'l'he last term in (4.22) vanishes on the mass-shell. Off the mass-shell 
it i s 
. not _clear how it behaves, but it probably remains small and can be 
neglected 

• 

1lfll~ 
fl/Cal 

;,-. 
'!/1fl 

,11,, 
,I 
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It remains now to put the second term in (4.22), <xf <->/v1\~i (+)>, 

the "nuclear" term into a calculable form by making a partial wave expan

sion. The potential used will be local but ·t dependent. The nuclear part 

of the T matrix is 

(4.27) 

Expanding xf and ~i in partial waves: 

t (t-)C'<t:)-:o. 4-11 '£ i. J.'-e .i ~I (Kj,)u..t' (ki, y) Y,e,0 
){:-(~.\V O (v) 

J_ • J.. j ft_ I 

(4.28) 

(4.29) 

where the k. direction has been taken as the z axis of a spherical polar 
1 

coordinant system. The crt (k)'s are "Coulomb phase shifts" and the Ft are 

the "Regular Coulomb Waves". Ut is the solution to the Schrodinger equa

tion for the full potential minus a Faint Coulomb potential. 

The 

Now 

Using (4.28) and (4.29), 

T =- Ito '11:tf. (_i~i 1(0-,,(ki)+-~ (-kf)) 
rv H'ht )A- e U.L' (1<.t, i-) ½ (r) ~(k-f,r j 

X ~.

0 

"UJ y; (l,) ) r '\n Y/ c~) .1~ (4,30) 

integral over r yields oU,& and mo 

TN= Ho 71-:t " ~ J ·et. c~ (Pr,i) +- ~ (~.f ~ ( 0., ) \ 1 r- c· D. ) ,_, 

J U.,e. -r<J., r Y_e ( r) I 1.. -ri' f ,Y I" ar 

(:l~+V ft (cose) 
4 11 

(4.31) 

(4.32) 

tPl!I! 

Iii 

N 
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~here 0 is the center-of-mass scattering angle. Then 

~ =- 4711 (?.t+- 1)~ (cosG~ -eA.(<T,t\~\'./t-6,t(-kiJ) 

" Ju ,1 (-t ,r) Vt(• l F_; (,t,,. ,- ) y-' A, 
(4 .33) 

If (4.33) is compared with the usual partial wave expansion for f(0), the 

scattering amplitude on the mass-shell (with kf = ki), then 

- ),L T,N = ~ ( e\ = _1 <1 ( (\ ) -v ( ;\ ( ii: ~ ~ V ;;i i 6"0 ~ . N 'J '-fl< w lx.+ I IJ.. c.os 8) e - I e ~ 
;)71,t~ L _,e 

(4.34) 

It is then obvious that on the mass-shell 

(4.35) 

Thus on the mass-shell the formalism developed in this section can be used 

to calculate phase shifts. 

The final step in calculating the cross sections is to synunetrize the 

scattering amplitudes, because in tr.e final state the two particles are 

* identical Bosons. 

Thus 

(4.36) 

' where TN(e) is given by (4.27) and fc(e) is given by (4.24) or by (4.26). 

The odd t partial waves in T vanish under the symmetrization operation 
N 

above and the event waves are doubled leaving 

-~a- (e1~°':o (f-vr~;;t :~\:2TN(e) + 1n,ii~[-1c(0)+fc(n-e)J\;i 
o.,Sl. "1\"'- J l~it1 t-,J.. 

(4.37) 

* Whether or not symmetrization is needed in the initial state is not 

clear, since the particles are not identical (one is off the mass-shell). 

However the final state is the one detected, and there the particles are identical. 
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To calculate TN, a computer code was assembled largely out of subrou

tines from SCAT4, the u.C.L.A. optical model code (M61) as modified by 

Dr. Ian McCarthy. These genera t ed ui(k), Ft(k), and ai(k). Further modi

fications were made by this author to generate Vt(k) in the rorm described 

in Section 4.3.2. The integral in (4.33) wa~ performed with the trapezoidal 

approximation. 

4.3.2 The a-a Potential 

To calculate the a-a cross section in ~he T-matrix formalism presented 

in Section 4.3.1, a potential is needed. Darriulat et al. (D65) give a 

phenomenological a-a potential devi s ed to f lt a-a scattering phase shifts 

up to 120 MeV. This was the potential s elected for use. This potential 

has the following form: 

\/.,.,_(•) " U, G + np (y;~ )J -1

- { ul,, +- 1 W J [1 1- -<-•1 (~ )J'+ Ve (>) 

(4.38) 

This potential is basically a Woods-Saxon potential with an inverted Woods

Saxon repulsive core. The Coulomb potentia: was fixed as that for a uniformly 

charged sphere of 2 fm. radius. The imaginary well strength W was fixed 

at 5 MeV for energies greater than 40 MeV and zero for energies smaller than 

40 MeV. The potential is t dependent and includes partial waves up tot= 8. 

To test the program described in Section 4.3.1 this potential was used 

to calculate on-mass-shell phase shifts ot according to (4.35). In the process 

it was discovered that although the Darriul at potential did indeed provide 

good fits to the real parts of the 6i's, it was se riously in error in the 

imaginary parts. Not only were the imaginary phase shifts wrong, but their 

"balance" was wrong so that some of the partial waves were too weak or too 

strong and the cross sections had the wrong shape as well as the wrong magni

tude. 
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TABLE 4.1 

rl al u2 w 

1.65 fm 0.1 fm 9 .2 MeV 3.5 MeV 

1.63 0.05 16 6.0 

1.2 0.05 71 11.5 

50 8.0 

110 35.0 

Parameters for the phenomenological a-a potential 

used for the calculation of off-mass-shell cross 

sections • 

r2 ~2 

3. 72 fm 0.4 

3.55 0.3 

2.48 0.46 

2.96 0.53 

2.00 0.65 
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To attempt to correct for this deficiency, the imaginary well strength 

W was adjusted for each partial wave. It was found that this did not seri

ously affect the real phase shifts as remarked in (D65)o It was not possible, 

however, to fit the imaginary phase shifts well at all energies with this 

procedure, indicating that the shape of the imaginary potential may be dif

ferent from the one chosen in (D65). For the purposes of the present investi

gation, the imaginary well strengths were adjusted to give a reasonable fit 

to the imaginary phase shifts in the vicinity of 70 to 80 MeV. Table 4.1 

lists the parameters actually used in (4.38) for the potential. Fig. 4.10 

shows the experimental imaginary phase shifts from (D65) and those calcu

lated for the potential in (4o38) with W = 5 MeV, 10 MeV, and the values 

listed in Table 4ol• 

4.3.3 Results 

In this section, some results will be presented from calculations using 

the formalism of Section 4.3.1 and the potential of Section 4.3.2. To give 

an overall view of the quality of the potential, Figure 4.11 shows the data 

from (D65) for bombarding energies of 53.4, 58.5, 63.9, 69.9, 77.6 and 99.6 

MeV. Also shown are the cross sections generated by the potential (4.38) 

using the parameters in Table 4.1. The general behaviour of the data is re

produced in the cross sections from the potential, but the agreement is only 

qualitative. At 53.4 and 99.6 MeV the fit is rather poor, but at 69.9 and 

77.6 MeV it is not too bad. 

In view of the high accuracy of the off-mass-shell cross sections ex

tracted in the earlier sections of this chapter, the fits with the potential 

to the free scattering data are not good enough to make a direct comparison 

with the (a,2a) data. The calculations presented here will be exploratory, 

-''I ' ,11 
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Figure 4.11: Differential cross sections for elastic~-~ scattering in the 
center of mass system. The data points are from (D65). The smooth curves are 
from the potential (4.38) with the parameters from Table 4.1. 
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to find out which 
off-mass-shell effects are important. For actual fitting 

of the ( 2 ) 
a, a data, it was felt (and the following discussion will justify 

that pro 
cedure) that interpolating the experimental a-a data from (D65) 

and u i 8 
~g the Ef on-mass-shell approximation was more reliable. 

Figure 4.12 shows the data from 58.4, 63.9 and 69.9 MeV again, together 
With 

cross sections calculated from the full potential (4.38) and cross 

sections f 
rom the potential (4.38) without the Coulomb potential. It is 

Clear th 
at neglecting Coulomb effects makes an error of about the same size 

as the di 
screpancy between the experimental data and the cross sections 

Calculated from the full potential. Therefore, Coulomb effects will be left 
out 

completely in the calculations to follow. · 

When a better a-a potential becomes available, the approximations 
sug 

&ea t ed in Section 4.3.1 for handling Coulomb effects off the mass-shell 

llla:y be useful. h It is worth noting, how~ver, that t e present on-mass-shell 

calculati 
0 ns show that approximating the exact Coulomb amplitude (4.24) 

With Bo 
rn Approximation (4.26) makes less than a three percent error in the 

on-sh 11 o 
e cross sections fore > 45. 

cm 

In Section 4.31 it was mentioned that there are two cross sections one 
can d 

efine off the mass shell. The first, which -will be called (da/dn)I is 

calcu1 () 
ated from <qif/V/1/li +). Figure 4.13 shows the off-mass-shell cross 

Secti 
on (dcr/dn) calculated for E = 35.l MeV in the center of mass system 

oa 3 r i 
• Mev in the laboratory system). The values of 6E = Ei - Ef chosen 

are o 0 ' , 1.47, 3.0, 6.0, 9.0 and 12.0 MeV, This figure shows that the cross 

section 4 14 h decreases rapidly at all angles as 6E increases. Figure •· sows 

the s 
aine calculations as in Figure 4.13, but with the cross sections all 

no.,._ 
.. 111alized to unity ate 

th cm 
e angular dependence of (da/dn) depends on AE. 

I 

= 90°. This figure emphasizes the way in which 
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Figure 4.13: Off-mass-shell differential a-a cross sections (da/dn)r in the 
center of mass system. The bombarding energy is 70.3 MeV. ~E = Ei - Ef is 
the distance off the mass-shell. The cross sections are from the potential 
(4. 38) without the Coulomb potential·, using the parameters from Table 4.1. 
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Figure 4.14: The same calculations as in Figure 4.13, but normalized to 
unity at 0cm = 900. 
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The second off-mass-shell cross section one can define which will be 

called (dcr/dfJ)II is calculated from <ij;f (-) IVl<Pi/. Figure 4.15 shows (dcr/dfJ)II 

for E. = 35.1 MeV in the center of mass (70.3 MeV in the lab) at several 
l. 

values of ~E. As ~E increases, the cross section (dcr/dfJ)II also increases 

rapidly at 8 = 90°. Figure 4.16 shows the same calculation as in Figure cm 

4.15 but normalized to unity at 8 = 90°. It will be seen from Figures 4.14 
cm 

and 4.16 that for small ~Ethe shape of the angular distribution is a more 

rapidly varying function of ~E in the (dcr/dfJ)II calculations than in the 

(dcr/dfJ)I calculations. This may be seen by comparing the curves for ~E = O, 

1.47 and 3 MeV in the two figures. This is not surprising, since the effect 

(+) 
of the potential in the T matrix is at least partially felt through ij;. 

l. 

or 
( ) (-) (+) 

ij;f - . In (dcr/dfJ)II' ij;f is changing in energy, whereas ij;i in 

(dcr/dfJ)I is not. 

We next consider whether dcr/dfJ(E.) and dcr/dfJ(Ef), the previously suggested 
. l. 

on-mass-shell approximations to the off-mass,-shell cross section, are related 

to (dcr/dfJ)I and (dcr/dQ)II' One finds that they are indeed closely related. 

For the calculations of (dcr/dQ)I in Figures 4.13 and 4.14 the on-shell 

approximation dcr/dfJ(Ei) is just the calculation for ~E = 0. Thus in Figure 

4.14 one can see that for ~E = 1.47 MeV and 3 MeV (dcr/dfJ)I has almost 

exactly the same shape as dcr/dQ(Ei) = (dcr/dQ)I for ~E = O. This observation 

should be tempered with remembrance that Figure 4,13 shows that the magnitude 

of (dcr/dQ)I varies rapidly with changing ~E, even though the shape remains 

roughly constant for small ~E. 

Figure 4.17 shows a comparison of (dcr/dQ)II and dcr/dQ(Ef) for ~E = 1,47, 

3.0 and 6.0 MeV, In each comparison (dcr/dQ)II and dcr/dQ(Ef) have been normalized 

to the same value at 8 = 90°, Again the two methods agree very closely as 
cm 

far as the shape of the angular distributions is concerned, but the.ir absolute 

II' " 
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magnitudes are different. 

In both the comparison of da/dn(Ei) with (da/dn)I and the comparison 

of da/dQ(Ef) with (da/dn)II it was found that the methods are by no means 

equivalent for predicting the absolute cross section. Figure 4.18 shows 

(da/dn)I, (da/dn)II' da/dn(Ei) and da/dn(Ef) for the energy spectrum with 

0 e = e = 44.25 and E = 70.3 MeV. These cross sections are all calculated 1 2 0 

from the potential (4.38) without the Coulomb part. The c.m. scattering 

0 
angle e , is very close to 90 for all parts of this energy spectrum, but 

cm 
+ 

as Ei varies, q and hence the distance from the mass-shell changes. In 

terms of j~(q) 1
2 

to be extracted using these four cross sections, Figure 

4.18 shows that analyzing the spectrum using (da/dn)I would yield a broader 

and higher momentum distribution than using da/dn(Ei). Similarly, using 

(da/dn)II would yield a narrower and smaller momentum distribution than 

da/dQ(Ef). The magnitude of these differences is roughly 20 - 25% in normal

ization and about 2 MeV/c out of 30 MeV/c in the half width at half maximum 

of the momentum distribution. These differences are comparable with the 

experimental uncertainties in the present measurements. 

In summary, for the shape of the angular distribution (da/dn)I and 

da/dn(Ei) are closely equivalent, while (da/dn)II and da/dQ(Ef) are closely 

+ 
equivalent. The experimental data at q = 0 shows a strong preference for 

da/dn(Ef) or its equivalent (da/dn)II' The uncertai~ty in absolute magnitude 

of the experimental data and the rather small range of values of q prevents 

a test of (da/dn)II as opposed to da/dn(Ef). For the purposes of further 

analysis of the momentum wave function, the on-shell approximation da/dn(Ef) 

will be used. The distinction between (da/dn)II and da/dn(Ef) might be 

important for the extraction of momentum wave functions for nuclei where 

. 6 
the (a,2a) reaction lies further off the mass-shell. In this respect Li 
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is probably a favorable case. 

It should be mentioned that Balashov and Meboniya (B68) have previously 

formulated the (do/dn) 1 and (do/dn) 11 prescriptions for the (a,2a) reaction. 

16 12 After comparing their theory with rather limited data on the O (a,2a)C , 

12 8 9 5 7 6 C (a,2a)Be , Be (a,2a)He , Li (a,2a)t and Li (a,2a)d reactions at 25 MeV, 

they expressed a preference for (do/dn) 11 • They did not investigate the 

difference between (do/dn) 11 and do/dn(Ef) but their conclusions appear 

compatible with the present ones. 

I .;I 

I ,I 1 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTION FOR a-PARTICLES IN Li6 

The somewhat remarkable success of the plane wave Impulse APproxima-
.... 

tion in analyzing the q = 0 data encourages us to use P.W.I.A. to extract 

· t 1 t d" t "b t· for a.'s 1.·n L1.·6 • an exper1.men a momen um 1.s r1. u 1.on The procedure is to 

divide the measured cross sections by the product of the kinematic factor 

(1.7) and the on~mass-shell cross section obtained using the Ef approxima-

tion: 
-1 

( c{c, /J S7, d.J'2£ J. ( 1) x (i<il\e Na~c Fac..\-or)'x (J.,-jdn)..,-« 
(5.1) 

This results of this procedure are presented in Section 5.1. 

It is desirable to compare the experimental momentum distribution with 

theoretical ones. In Sections 5.2 and 5.3, 'relative motion wave functions 

for the a-particle and the deuteron in Li
6 

are discussed for the oscillator 

shell model and the Nuclear Cluster Model. In both cases these wave func

tions are found to be inadequate in their tr~atment of the asymptotic pro

perties of the 0.-d interaction. Therefore, in Section 5.4 a cluster model 

wave function with the correct asymptotic properties for the o.-d interaction 

is developed. In Section 5.5 this cluster model wave function is compared 

with the experimental momentum distribution. Because of a gross discrepancy 

between the predictions of P.W.I.A. and the experimental results, it will 

be found that the P.W.I.A. must be abandoned. A simple procedure is intro

duced involving a cutoff in the cluster wave function, and this is found to 

correct the discrepancy. Then in Section 5.6, both the theoretical and the 

experimental momentum distributions are compared with the momentum distri

butions determined in the other experiments on Li
6

• This comparison is 

made in the framework of the P.W.I.A. with a Gutoff. 
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Figures 5.1 (a) - (e): The momentum distributions j~(q)l
2 

extracted from 
the Li6(a,2a)d reaction at 50.4, 59.0, 60.5, 70.3 and 79.6 MeV. These 
momentum distributions were extracted using dcr/d~(Ef), 

'. ~1 ,~ .... 
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!ection 5.1 The Experimental Momentum Distribution For a's in Li6 

To extract /~(q)l 2 , the spectra with e1 = 92 ,v 44° were chosen. There 

are five of these spectra, one for each bombarding energy. Fig. 5.1 shows 

the momentum distributions \~(q)! 
2 

derived with dcr/dO(Ef)• The lines show a 

calculated momentum distribution to be discussed later. The point here is 

that the line is the same for each set of data, indicating that the shapes 

of all five momentum distributions are very similar and the values of 

are all consistent. Note that the spectra for 60o5 and 50.4 MeV 

are shifted by approximately 2 MeV/c from the q = 0 pointo This discrepancy 

is within the experimental error discussed in Section 3.2. It could have 

been caused by the beam spot being misaligned by 1/32 of an inch, causing 

0 an error in the measured angles of ~0.2 • This will not seriously affect 

the measurement of the width of the momentum distribution. 

dcr 
These five spectra were also analyzed using dO(Ei). Table 5.1 sum-

marizes some of the parameters of the extracted momentwn distributions, 

using both Ei and Ef• The discrepancy between the value of !~(q = 0)( 2 

for the 50.4 MeV data and the other four spectra when analyzed with Ei is 

rather substantial. It is clear from Table 5.1 that Ef gives a mo~e con

sistent picture of \~(q)\ 2 than Eio This conclusion agrees with the analy·

sis of off-mass-shell cross sections in Chapter 4. For futher studies of 

J~(q)(
2 

in this thesis dcr/dO(Ef) ,will be useo. 

One could, of course, extract experimental momentum distributions from 

other data than 

spectrum yields 

0 the e1 = 92 "' 44 spectra. Each experimental point in each 

/~(q){ 2 for that point. In particular, every spectrum con-

taining q = 0 could in principle be used to extract a complete {~(q)J
2

, but 

it was pointed out in Section 4.2 that many spectra are not quite symmetric 

about q = O, and hence would yield an asymmetric momentum distribution. 
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TABLE 5.1 

l~(q) 12 EXTRACTED USING dcr/dQ(Ef) 

Eo l~(0) 12 (MeV/c)-3sr-1 F.W.H.M. F.W. 1/10 M. 

50.4 MeV (1. 9+0. 2)xio-7 58+2 MeV/c 113+5 MeV/c 

59.0 (2.l+0.2)xlo-7 58+2 117+5 - -
60.5 , (2.0+0.2)xlo-7 58+2 114+5 - -
70.3 (2. o+o. 2)xrn-7 59+2 112+5 - -
79.6 (1. 8+0. 3)x10-7 57+3 12o+10 - -

l~(q) 12 EXTRACTED USING dcr/dQ(Ei) 

Eo j~(0) j2 (MeV/c)-3sr-1 F.W.H,M. F.W. 1/10 M. 

50. 4 MeV (4.4+0.4)xl0- 7 61+2 MeV/c 109+5 MeV/c 

59.0 

60.5 

70.3 

79.6 

(2.5+0.25)xlo- 7 61+2 - 120+5 -
(2.6+0.25)x10-7 62+2 119+5 - -
(2.9+0.3)xlo-7 62+2 122+5 - -
(2.6+0.25)xlo-7 6o+2 129+10 - -

Tab l e 5.1 Parameters of the experimental l~(q)l 2, 
extracted from spectra with 01 = 02 ~ 44°, 
using both dcr/dQ(Ei) and dcr/dQ(Ef), 
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Figure 5.2: Momentwn distributions extracted from angular correlation data 
from the Li6(a,2a)d reaction at 70 . 3 MeV. The three angul ar correlations 
had 81 fixed at 44 . 25°, 38.25°, and 32 .25° re spect i vely . For each angle pair 
the point of minimum q was used. Positive q corresponds to 0

12
<88 . 5°; 

negative q corresponds to e12 ) 88.5°. 
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Because these asymmetries cannot exist in the spectra with e
1 

= e2 , one 

avoids the problems caused by these asyrrnnetries by choosing only spectra 

In the data from this experiment there are a number of angular correla

tions in the 70.3 MeV data which yield essentially independent measurements 

--+ 
Although the data does not cover a very large range of q it is 

still useful to extract !tl?(q)l 2 
from the data that does exist. There are 

six spectra with e
1 

= 44.25°, five spectra with e
1 

= 38.25°, and six spectra 

with 0
1 

= 35.25°. For these 17 spectra jtJ?(q)l
2 

was extracted for the point 

in each spectrum where lq\ was a minimum. This data is presented in Fig. 5.2. 

This analysis was performed using da/dO(Ef). The curves, which will be dis

cussed more in Section 5.4, are the same curves which were used to fit the 

momentum distributions from the five e
1

_= e2 ~44° spectra. It has been 

necessary to displace the curves towards "positive" q by varying amounts to 

fit the data. The norma lizations are all within the range of !tJ?(o)j
2 

= 

-7 -3 -1 
(2.0 + 0.2) x 10 (MeV/c) sr determined for Ef in the measurement of 

1tJ?(q)[
2 

from the five e
1 

= e2 ~ 44° spectra. Aside from the shifts necessary 

to fit the data, the momentum distributions extracted in this manner are con-

· sistent with that from the five spectra analyzed earlier in this section. 

The shifts, however, represent a departure from P.W.I.A. and indicate the 

inadequacy of such a simple model of the reaction mechanism. 

It will be noted that the shift in the curves necessary to fit the data 

0 
in Fig. 5.2 is largest for the 01 = 38.25 spectrum. The angle involved is 

close to the minimum in the free a.-a. angular distribution. Whether this is 

significant is not clear, but at this angle the cross sections are correspond

ingly smaller and the effects of secondary processes may be correspondingly 

more serious. 

I~ I 
I' 

11 ' 

1· 
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Section 5.2 Shel l Model Calculations 

5.2.1 Introduction 

In this section the wave function for that part of Li6 which overlaps 

6 
(a+ d) will be calculated, using a shell model description of Li. Only 

one configuration for Li
6

, (ls)
4

(1p)
2

, is included, and the filled ls shell 

is considered to be an inert, spherically synnnetric core, which provides a 

central field for the two valence particles. Under these conditions, anti

s ynnnetrization of the two valence nucleons with respect to the nucleons in 

the core can be ignored. The properties of the low-lying levels of Li
6 

are, in this model, determined by the p-shell nucleons alone. 

Li
6 

has been found to be close to the L-S coupling limit (no l•s force). 

1 . t t' (:}it-1 1 ~ 5 f-1 Using L-S couping no a ion L J" ) the allowed states which 

can be constructed out of two p-shell nucleons are: 

(5 .2) 

These states are all degenerate in the absence of interactions between the 

two valence nucleons. 

The introduction of a residual central interaction between the two 

p-shell nucleons, splits the levels of different Land T, but since the inter

action is diagonal in the L-S representation, J, L, S, and Tremain good 

quantum numbers.. The introduction of an 1 • s force and/or tensor forces 

will mix some levels with the same J and T leaving J, T and parity as the 

r emaining good quantum numbers. The only states consistent with the experi

mental assignment of T = 0 and J = 1 for the ground state of Li
6 

are 

13
8 1' 

11 13 ,'r 
P and D1 • 
1' 

Thus we may describe the wave function of the ground 

*The parity of the Li
6 

ground state is positive, but this is true of 

all states of the (ls) 4 (lp)
2 

configuration. 
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{5 .3) 

The coefficients ai can be determined by perturbation theory, i.e. 

diagonalization of the interaction matrix for the exchange forces, spin

orbit force and perhaps the tensor force. A large number of people have 

performed such calculations for Li
6 

{153, E53, R54, T54, A55, K56, M56, 

F57, S57, PS8, B66). 

All of these calculations have been very consistent in two respects, 

namely: 

\Q,l:t > o.9S-

\ a.,12. )) \a2I~ >> la3\2. {5.4) 

With respect to the size of a3 , it has been shown by Brennan and his 

coworkers {A55) and {P58) that the quadrupole moment of Li6 , which is very 

small {.80 ± .08 e mb) requires that a3 be very small{< .03). Given the 

size of Ja1 /
2 

it would seem reasonable to consider the ground state of Li
6 

13 
to be s1 , i.e. L = 0 as well as T = 0 and J = I. 

5.2.2 Calculations 

The overlap of the wave function for two p-shell nucleons of Li
6 

with a 

real deuteron will now be calculated. 

The central potential for the p-shell is taken to be an harmonic oscil

lator well. 

{5 .5) 

Introducing the following parameters simplifies things: 

w == [''-lwi V = mw ~ 
~= ~ {5.6) 

Then 
V c") := 

{5. 7) 

I I' 
11 1 

I II 

:1 
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With this definition of v, the eigenfunctions are 

(5.8) 

where 

[
\I,,,._ 

= TI 'l2.. 

) II J ~,._ (7..l+1.n -1 ., 1. .e-..,+3 · 
(h-1) ! 

11- I 1 ( • l. ll r'L) I( <' (n-1). 
~ (n-1-1<)'.k! ('l.Q-t ~1<+- 1)! ! 

J-t -vr-i-
x ( vr2.) 'l.e T (5. 9) 

This has the normalization conditions: 

5-, U. ( r) r.,.d.r =-
n t 

(5.10) 

0 

6 The Li wave function is a product of two such Ip wave functions, coupled 

to J = I, L = O, S = I. Using the transformation brackets of Brody and 

Moshinsky (B60), this product can be turned into a sum of products of rela

tive and center-of-mass wave functions. If n
1

, 1
1

, m, n
2

, l 2 , and m2 are 

the quantum numbers of the two p-shell wave functions and n, I, m, N, L, 

/ and M, those of the relative and center-of-mass wave functions, and A andµ 

are the angular momentum and its projection for the total system. 

l n, t,l'YI, J n:l. Q~ 1n2 ; ). JA- ) 

=- 2 < n t 
I 

N L ; A l n , ,l, ,...., ,. 11.. ; ). ) 
nlNL 

x \ n e.,,, NLM ; ). JA- > (5.11) 

Where 

/ h,~
1
m,J n,_ k'.l... n-i, A.,µ)::: [ Yt,m, (~,) Y1;t"l- Cr-1 )] Ll".~, (vl", "J.) U.n'l.lz, ('\Jr~) 

I h .t h'I ) N L t-1\ \ A µ ) = [ '/ ).~ ( ~) y L 1-1 ( R ) J u. ,d ( y ~ 1.) l,l NL ( ;;I. y R ~ 
~ _... -"' 

r =- r
1 

Y--.\ - ..... _.. 
). =- 1, ... .1,. 

.... _., 
,.. 1 + L 

(5 .12) 
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TABLE 5.2 

n1R-1 n2£2 A nR. NL p 1 

lp lp 0 ls 2S 6 1/12 

lp 1P. 0 

2s 1S -1/12 

lp lp 1 lp lP 6 1 

lp lp 2 ls lD 6 1/ .fi. 

lp lP 0 

ld 1S -:1/-12 

Table 5.2 Moshinsky Transformation Brackets for 
the product of two lp-shell oscillator 
wave function from (B60). Note that 
the definitions used here for n1, n2, 
n and N are greater by unity than those 
of (B60), hence pis greater by 4. 

II 
I 
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andµ is the projection of A. The transfonnation 
bracket <nt NL· Aj P 

f h , , n, -v1n2'2 ·, is independent o µ, sot ere are no -v magnetic q 
uantum numbers included in it. 

based on energy conservation and 

C parity: 
::::. ~h+l') +(:)_N+L) = .f 

J 

There are additional selection rules 

( ?- n, -r ,Q,) + ( .;i,_r,,. + t~) 

(- 1yo__,.,.Q,. - (-I)~+ L 
(5 .13) 

The transformation brackets relevant to th 1 .6 
e i ground state are given in 

Table 5.2. Using the convention that th 
e orbital angular momentum quantum 

number for 1 and L will be designated by lower 
and upper case type, respec-

tively, the Li6 ground state wave function can be written as follows: 

-=-
Qi_ I 

u \ I s, 1 S ) - ~ \ ~ s, \ S > + a.~ \ Ip) If) 

+ a.~ 
v-T 

Id I IS> (5.14) 

As mentioned previously, a3 has been shown to be very small, because of the 

small quadrupole moment of Li
6

• Thus the last two terms in (5.14) can be 

ignored. The deuteron contains no!= 1 components, so the third term in 

(5 0 14) can be neglected. Then, with a 1 approximated by unity, one gets 

(5.15) 

It should be noted that while (So 15) is a very good approximation indeed for 

the present studies because of the extreme smallness of a3 and the lack of 

£ = 1 in the deuteron, it will not be a good approximation for all purposes. 

Now that the relative wave function appropriate to Li
6 

has been deter

mined, the overlap with a deuteron can be calculated. A Hulthen wave function 

will be used for the deuteron, with parameters taken from (MS8): 

(5 .16) 

111 

J n 
n 

• I 
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Figure 5.3: lc1s1 2 , lc2s12, and leis+ C2s1 2 as a function of v, the 
oscillator size parameter.Ii" C1s is the overlap of a Hulth~n wave function 
with a 1S oscillator wave function. If C2s is the overlap of a Hulthen wave 
function with a 2S oscillator wave function. 
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The ls and 2s relative wave functions are: 

,, (Vr--i.)- (V) 311 2 e_V:1. 
v\. IS '2.- - -=z_ 7f'H 

(5.17) U,5 ( V_:') = (I)"H ~ e - v,t [1- f rj 
The overlap · l integra s are: 

I la, lY "2.. I ( ...;) 31'1 ;;) '~13 fr:' _o(,r -r>r-) -Yq".... I C,s = - U15 lJ r O\r= ;:., . ----,,-,-,--- ,e -e e. ro.r-
'fi o 7T'l'1 o . 

_ <a: (Y)1t'{ 311-z.B [Qi> --ar ~rl -.if' [1 - ~'!] rel, r 
C.:i.s;c ~ )o Llzs fJ rz.Jv-"' ;::. -rr'I-I -(e -e Je (5.18) 

~here v has been left as a variable. /c
1
s/ 2,/c

2
s/ 2, and the total overlap 

/els+ C2s/
2 

are displayed as a function of v in Fig. 5.3. It is seen that 

the t otal overlap reaches a max~mum of approximately 63% in the vicinity of 

V :::: • 75 fm - 2 , -2 -2 
but with a broad range of v, say .5 fm to 1.5 fm , giving 

ne 1 · ar Y the same value. The parameter vis not, of course, a free parameter, 

since it is usually adjusted to fit the energy level spectrum of Li6 • In (H68) 

a best fit to the Li6 spectrum was calculated using the Hamada-Johnson potential 

for an effective interaction. The value of v for their "best fit" was = .312 fm - 2 

This value will be taken as the correct one.· Then 

. 
) (5.19) 

l'his choice implies that the center of mass wave function for the component wh{ch 

looks like a deuteron is almost all 2s. 

For our purposes it is necessary to have the wave function, not for the 

center-of-mass motion of the deuteron, but for the relative motion of the deuteron 

and the center-of-mass of ls shell nucleons. For convenience, these ls nucleons 

will be called an a particle. Thus it is the "a-d" relative wave function which 

is desired. 

8 A= 9v, then 

3 
The a-d separation distance will be called lR = 2R. If we define 

JI ,. 

J, 1~ 

;J~I 

tl/'1 

JI, 
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= _/\rx."1-- [ ] e. ~ 1- 1 A CR. .. 
(5.20) 

5.2.3 Deficiencies of the Shell Model Calculations. 

There are several deficiencies in the shell model calculations presented. in 

the previous sections. Firstly, although an interaction between the two p-shell 

nucleons was invoked to produce the splitting of the originally degenerate levels 

of Li6 , this result was used only to pick out which L-S coupling state made the 

6 major contribution to the Li ground state. The residual interaction was com-

pletely ignored in the calculation of the overlap integrals, although it clearly 

must be responsible for the binding of Li6 , given that He5 and Li5 are unbound, 

This type of deficiency is, of course, common to most perturbation theory calcula-

tions. Although the binding energies and energy level spacings may be very good, 

the wave functions can still be poor approximations to reality. Thus, although 

a fairly realistic wave function was used for the deuteron, the Li6 ground state 

wave function was not very realistic. Had a more realistic Li6 wave function 

been used, however, the calculations would have been more difficult. 

A second deficiency is that only the overlap of a deuteron and the p-shell 

nucleons has been calculated. There is thus the implicit assumption of the iden-

tity of the closed ls shell and an a-particle. This is clearly only an approxi

mation. 

Thirdly, because of the choice of an oscillator well, the wave function (5.20) 
-SR 

does not have the right "binding energy" tail ¾- (neglecting Coulomb effects) 

where 

(5. 21) 

r is the a-d reduced mass, and EB= 1.47 MeV is the binding energy of Li6 for 

breakup into an a plus a deuteron. 

11 
I, 
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Section 5.3 The Cluster Model 

The possibility of nucleon clustering in nuclei is clearly suggested 

by the binding energies of light nuclei. He 4 nuclei, or alpha particles, 

are bound by about 20 MeVo Be 8 is actually slightly unbound with respect 

12 16 . to decay into two alpha particles. C and .0 require rather large energies 

for breakup involving single nucleons, but small energies for breakup into 

3 or 4 alphas, respectively. 

These obvious suggestions of clustering led many investigators in the 

1950 1 s to try quite simple calculations of nuclear properties using cluster 

wave functions with point a-particles. In many respects, however, these 

early approaches to clustering failed to explain nuclear properties satisfac

torily. The considerable success of the shell model has led to the near 

abandonment of these early approaches. There is still, however a variety 

of problems, particularly in very light nuclei, where the success of the 

shell model has been limited. This has been especially true of Li
6

• There

fore, during the past decade, a more realistic ;'Nuclear Cluster Model" (W58) 

has been developed. Excellent reviews of the Nuclear Cluster Model are given 

in (W66), (N65), (R68) and (H6~. 

The modern "Nuclear Cluster Model" is based on Wheeler's "resonating 

group" method. An expansion in a complete set of fully antisymmetrized cluster 

basis state must be capable of describing a nuclear state correctly. Then, 

for many purposes, it is possible just one or two members of this expansion 

may describe the relevant nuclear properties adequately. Which members of 

the expansion are important, often depends on the reaction being studied. 

The key difference between the modern approach and many of the earlier cal

culations, is the use of fully antisymmetrized many particle wave function, 

rather than point clusters. 

I' 
I, 

I ,·:11 
I ,I 

' :1111 

, .,1~ !IIIJII 

. 11!
1
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It has also been found recently, that a high degree of overlap may exist 

between shell model wave functions and nucleon cluster wave functions. An 

example of this was seen in Section 5.2.2 where a simple oscillator shell 

model calculation gave a 51% overlap between the product of two lp shell 

oscillator wave functions, and a Hulthen deuteron wave function. A good dis

cussion of such calculations is given in (N65) and also in (R68). 

In the description of the nuclear cluster model to follow, we consider. 

1 L.6 on y 1. The generalization of the formalism should be obvious, however. 

A good starting point is the oscillator cluster model. Here the cluster 

expansion is truncated to just one term~ a plus deuteron with both clusters 

in their ground states. With just the a plus deuteron term, the Li
6 

wave 

function is 

A { 1/,"'- (1m) 1, d... (s.) I ( Rd. - Rd.) f-- (m•, ••)} 

(5.22) 

Where \.j l. 

~ =. ex.p (-1 ~ J;,) 
,.~ I 

t = ~><f (- ~ t f.1) 
1=s_J -" 

-J. .... _. 

I; 
_. 

Ro(_ J: r. Rei r- -= - -::. 1 ;.. 

" 
) j ' ..j 

~ l. ~ 
... 

.L '2. r . (5 .23) r. Rd = :l. 'j = Ii A. j = S' i .. I ) 

1/J (1234) and 1/Jd (56) are the internal wave functions of the a and the deuteron 
a 

in their ground states. A is the antisynnnetrization operator, '¥(Ra - Rd) is 

the relative motion function and X (1234,56) is a spin-charge function. For 

future convenience, the following definition is also made: 

(5.24) 

.... 
The angular part of the relative wave function 'V(R) is chosen to be 

Y (R) since the Li 6 ground state is assumed to be L = O. It is now necessary 
00 

111 
11,I 

1 I ;11 

U~1 
t1tll 
•1111 

1111 
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-+ 
to chose the radial part of W(R) to be consistent with two oscillator quanta. 

This is to make the total number of oscillator quanta agree with the (ls)4 (lp) 2 

shell model configuration. Two forms frequently considered are: 
';). 

±CR)c<.. R~e- 3 c.R:t. 

(5.25) 

(5.26) 

The second function, w2 , is a 2S oscillator function of the form(5.9)and is · 

identical to the wave function (5.20) derived in the previous section, if 

2 C = 3v. The first is of the same form as a 1D oscillator function, but it 

now multiplies Y (R). These two forms also have the property, that when 
00 

a= b = c and the f ull antisymrnetrization operation is carried out, they 

become identical with each other and with the fully antisyrnmetrized shell 

model wave function /(ls)
4 

(lp/ [42] L = o) (K68). For the case of 'Vi (5.25) 

the equivalence to l(ls) 4 (lp) 2 [42] L = o) is demonstrated explicitly in 

(N65) and in Appendix C of (W66). Thus the oscillator cluster model and 

oscillator shell model yield identical fully antisymmetrized wave functions, 

when a= b = c = v, where vis the oscillator parameter in 5.9. Note that the 

antisymrnetrization here involves exchange between the clusters, whereas the 

calculations in Section 5.2 did not. 

The oscillator cluster model has the advantage here that one need not 

restrict oneself to a= b = c. The "size parameters" in the exponentials 

may be treated as variational parameters. In calculations reported recently 

by Kudeyarov, et al. (K68), the size parameters were adjusted to fit the form 

factors of elastic Coulomb and elastic Ml electron scattering, and inelastic 

quadrupole (1+-+ 3+) electron scattering. These could all be fit moderately 

well using w1 and a value of the parameter X = c/a of approximately 0.3 or 

0.4. X is called the "cluster isolation parameter" and a value of X << 1 
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indicates that the size of the "clusters" is generally much smaller than 

their separation. If X << 1 one might expect the effects of antisyrnrnetriza

tion, i.e. exchange of particles between the clusters, to be small. Indeed 

the results in (K68) show this. Significantly, their calculations also show 

that for the relative motion function, '1"
1

(R) (5.25) is preferred to w2 (R) 

(5.26) for fitting the data mentioned above. 

Using an oscillator relative wave function of the form 5.25, Tang, 

Wildermuth and Pearlstein (T61) have calculated energy level spacings for 

1 · 6 . b f i using a Ser er orce. They find a somewhat larger value of X on the 

order of 0.7, but it would appear that their calculations are not very sensi-

tive to X. 

In general one need not restrict oneself to oscillator wave functions, 

and extensive variational calculations using multiparameter trial functions 

have been carried out by several authors: (S63), (T69). The problem of using 

the variational method, is that the calculations are not very sensitive to 

the long range behavior of W(R). The only published calculations to date which 

tried to obtain the correct r.m.s. charge radius for Li 6 are those in (S63), 

and the value they were seeking to match, 2.73 fm, is now out of date. 

Most of the calculations of cluster wave functions mentioned above, there

fore, do not give the relative motion function W(R) the correct asymptotic 

behavior, determined by the 1.47 MeV binding energy of Li
6 

for breakup into 

an a plus a deuteron. It has been emphasized by D.F. Jackson (J67) that in 

determining spectroscopic factors, it is crucial to have the correct asymptotic 

tail. This may be doubly important for the (a,2a) reaction, since a-particles 

are strongly absorbed in nuclear matter and the reaction may largely take 

place near the nuclear surface. 

One solution to this problem, used by M. Jain (J69), was to join an 

exponential tail on to the cluster wave function of Schmidt et al. (S63), 
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by matching logarithmic derivatives. The matching radius is uniquely 

determined by this procedure. This procedure still neglects Coulomb effects, 

however, and these can have a considerable effect in the region of the 

nuclear surface. 
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Section 5.4 Cluster Model Calculations with a Phenomenological Potential 

~.4.1 Introduction 

In the previous two sections, wave functions for the relative a-d 

6 
motion in the Li ground state have been discussed for both the shell 

model and the Nuclear Cluster Model. Because the relative motion wave 

functions in both cases were oscillator states, the results suffer from a 

6 common deficiency, namely incorrect aymptotic behavior. For the Li (a,2a)d 

reaction, which is likely to occur mainly in the nuclear surface, this is. 

a severe deficiency indeed. For this reason, a cluster model calculation 

was undertaken which could account for several of the asymptotic properties 

of Li6 • 

The basic approach here has been to use a phenomenological a-d potential. 

The cluster wave function is then obtained for a point a and a point deuteron 

by numerical integration of the SchrHdinger equation. It was felt that full 

antisymmetrization would have little effect on these asymptotic properties 

(exchange between the clusters should be unimportant when they are well 

separated) and so antisymmetrization has been ignored. To partially com

pensate for the neglect of antisymmetrization, the form of the phenomenological 

potential was chosen to simulate the repulsive effect known to result from 

antisymmetrization. By this means the most important effect of antisymmetriz

ation may have been introduced into the calculation. 

The determination of the phenomenological potential will now be discussed. 

There have been several recent studies of the a-d interaction at center of 

mass energies up to approximately 20 MeV (M67), (D67), (M68), and in partic

ular, phase shifts have been determined for several partial waves. It was 

required that the phenomenological potential should generate a reasonable 

fit to the S-wave scattering phase shifts. In addition, it was required 
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that the potential should have a bound S state at -1.47 MeV and that this 

bound state should have the correct r.m.s. charge radius, as determined by 

electron scattering experiments. The method for calculating the r,m.s. radius 

is discussed in Section 5.4.2. 

There are several theoretical problems to the approach outlined above. 

First of all, since the percentage of a+ d clustering in Li
6 

is not very 

well known, it may be quite unrealistic to expect to get the correct r,m.s. 

charge radius, with only a+ d structure included. Secondly, no distortion 

of the deuteron is allowed. Distortion almost certainly occurs, however, 

since at separations of less than 1.5 fm. the Coulomb repulsion between 

the a and the proton (in the deuteron), is greater than the binding energy 

of the deuteron, or Li6 for that matter. Yet for all separation distances, 

the calculations performed b~low assume the shape of the deuteron is the 

same as a free deuteron. Thirdly, the computer codes used for calculating 

phase shifts from a phenomenological potential treat the a and the deuteron 

as point particles, but the r.m.s. radius calculation in Section 5.4.2 

takes into account the finite size of both. Thus there would seem to be a 

basic inconsistency in approach. It should be pointed out, however, that to 

the extent that both the r.m.s. charge radius and the phase shifts are 

asymptotic properties of the a-deuteron interaction, the two approaches are 

not drastically inconsistent. Likewise, the effects of distortion of the 

deuteron will be less important at larger separation distances. 

5,4.2 Calculation of the r.m.s. Charge Radius of Li6 with a Clus t e r 

Wave Function 

6 The cluster wave function for Li will be written as 

~ th " _L y(R') = T (RJYoo (R) = ~ (j-J(R.) 
(5. 27) 

where R is the separation distance between the centers of mass of the a 
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and the deuteron. To obtain the overall charge distribution for Li6 , it is 

necessary to fold the finite size of the a and the deuteron charge distri

butions into the square of the cluster wave function. Then 

Where 

fi.i C. (r-'J .:: 2.. P Cr') -r l. P (r') 
3 JI 3 )Jr 

-i 

f (r") :e 

:r Sf r~ (;)I± (R) ]'d.td.R J'(r'-r- ! ) 

(5. 28) 

(5.29) 

Pa is the charge distribution of the a particle. See Figure 5.4 for the 

-+ -+ -+ 
definitions of r', rand R. Eliminating the o function in (5.27) with the 

-+ 
integral over r yields 

fI. Cr')= f;: c~ ,_ R/-:3) I ~ CR)\' d.°R 

= -¢u ) fr f o1.. (--fr':L+-~ -½ r' A,c.o5 9 

1 

/ \f'(R, IR~~Jcosed ts. 30) 

Performing the integration over/ 

fr. (r')c "5: ti '/'(R) l'W d.R r f ... (fr"+~~-~ r' R,.;) d. cos e 
d ~I 

(5. 31) 

Similarly - ~ 

JK ( r·) =- ff t ( r·) l ~ ( R) \1'd:~ J. R [ (r ,_;. - ~ Rh ) 

= f fJ.. (~'- a R/3) 1 l-CR)l 4 a.. R 
(5. 32) 

(5.33) 

4
1

11 J (f fd- (Jr12
t- 4 R:2/'l- Li; R co~ )I ~(R)\~dRd.cos Sol~ 

(5. 34) 

:: ~ filp(R)\~R~JR si (Jr,~~'i R~- ~'"~R co~e
1

)clc.cse 
I> +I (5.35) 

The double integrals (5.31) and (5.35) were performed numerically on an 

IBM 360/44 computer using Simpson's Rule. 201 points were used in the radial 

integrals; 31 points were used in the angular integrals. It is believed that 

6 the error in the calculation of r.m.s. charge radii for Li, using pLi6 in 

(5.28) and the above numerical integrations is less than 2%, based on 

calculations which could also be performed analytically. 

ii 
:1 
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For p , the charge distribution in the a, the following "Fermi Three 
(l 

Parameter" form was used (16 7) 

(5.36) 

Where 

C = 1.01 fm. z = .327 fm. w = .445, (5. 37) 

and by numerical integration it is determined that 

p
0 

= 1.3406 (5. 38) 

The charge distribution of the deuteron has not been so conveniently 

parameterized. To obtain a charge distribution for the deuteron, and inci

dentally test the double integral program mentioned above, the charge dis

tribution of the proton was folded into a relative wave function for the 

deuteron. The deuteron wave function used was Moravcik's best 4 parameter 

fit to the Gartenhaus S-stat·e wave function (M58): 

II, ( ) a /',I -2,'!S't-)( -1.s•1i-.'\ f -o,'l.nr - 1.~o)) / 
..,,,d., ,. = o .• 1q5 l 1 -e \-e. ;,e - e 1/r (5.39) 

The proton charge 

/_2 1/2 
where4.J) = 

p 

distribution was taken as 
I - r·~-;o.. .,_p .t;, -:: 1) ~:i. Cl! e 

(
3a,..,'J:i. 7 J = 0.72 fm.; and a p 

analogous to the calculation of pLi6 one finds: 
co 

(5.40) 

= 0.588 fm. Then in a manner 

f.._ (r'), ~ St lf,J.(R)\"'-R 1J.R ff P (Jr'"'-+ ~-R,·c.oss?d.c.ose 
0 +I 

(5. 41) 

The numerical integrals were performed with 401 points in the radial 

integral and 121 points in the angular integral. The r.m.s. radius of the 

resultant charge distribution was 2.17 fm. The experimental value is 

(2.17 ± .05) fm. (L67). 

,p 
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5.4.3 Numerical Results 

Before calculating r.m.s. radii of the wave functions in a variety of 

potentials, some studies of the scattering phase shifts for various poten

tials were made. This helped to narrow the region of search, an important 

consideration, since the r.m.s. radius computer code described in Section 

5.4.2 was quite slow (nearly ten minutes per case). 

Only the S-wave phase shift was considered here, as an extension of the 

assumption that the Li6 ground state is all L = O. Any coupling between 

the L = O, J = 1 and the L = 2, J = 1 partial waves was ignored. This is 

equivalent to ignoring those parts of the nuclear interaction that mix 

L - S coupling states and treating the Li6 ground state as all L = O. 

Two basic types of potentials were studied: those without a repulsive 

core, and those with a repulsive core. The basic shape of both types of 

potentials was taken to be of the "Woods-Saxon" form. To this was added a 

Coulomb potential for a uniformly charged sphere of the same radius Ras 

the "Woods-Saxon" part. Finally a repulsive core could be added. Thus 

V- V + Y +- V - wS. Cau \o"'b c..ore 

;')-I 
Vw.-.. (r)= - Vo x (\ + e~p ( r~R )) 

\J, ) (3Rl.-l'"'l.) 
Cou \o"" \, ( '° = ')..e 'l. a:~p 

-= "l.e'2. -r 

For all of the calculations, a, the "diffuseness" was fixed: 

a= 0.7 fm. 

(5.42) 

(5.43) 

(5. 44) 

(5.45) 

For the potentials without a repulsive core, it was found that no 

potentials with a IS bound state at -1.472 MeV could fit the a-d S-wave 

scattering phase shifts continuously to a deuteron laboratory energy 

/Ii 
:ml 
1NI 

'''I 111 
111 
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greater than about 4 MeV. Of the coreless potentials with a 2S bound state 

at -1.472 MeV a good fit to the S-wave scattering phase shifts up to a 

deuteron laboratory energy of about 27 MeV was found with R = 2.2 fm. (note 

that V = 62 MeV is uniquely determined). 
0 

Two types of repulsive cores were considered, "soft" cores and "hard" 

cores. The soft cores were of the form G/rn, with both G and n being variables. 

This form was suggested by the radial form of ~
1

(R) in (5.25). The comment 

was made in Section 5.3 that (5.25) has the same analytic form as a lD 

oscillator wave function. Hence the potential for (5.25) would be of the 

form of an oscillator plus a G/r2 core, the core having the same form as 

the centrifugal barrier for the lD state. Specifically: 

)C. ). C-;)_ -t- I) = "'3l,\ ~ 
n, r "l-

G = 
(5.46) 

2 Calculations of phase shifts ·for potentials with a G/r core, even with G 

taken as a variable, were unable to fit the s-wave phase shifts above 5 MeV 

deuteron laboratory energy. By generalizing the form to G/rn it was possible 

to obtain fits to the phase shifts, up to 27 MeV deuteron energy, for n ~ 4. 

This generally involved a good deal of parameter juggling, since V
0

, R, 

n, and G were all variables, and the only constraint was that the binding 

energy equal 1.472 MeV. 

The "hard core" potentials had V = CX) for r smaller than some radius 
C 

R. For potentials with R between 1.5 and 3.5 fm. it was possible to find 
C 

values of R which gave reasonable fits to the s-wave phase shifts up to 
C 

27 MeV, with V adjusted to give the right 1.472 MeV binding energy. 
0 

Since the "soft core" potentials G/rn with n ~ 4 are re?lly rather 

"hard" and to reduce the number of parameters, this form was abandoned in 

favor of the "hard core" approach, which has only 3 parameters. Th~ only 

"no core" potential which could fit the phase shifts above 5 MeV deuteron 
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6 Figure 5.5: R vs. R contours of constant r.m.s. charge radius for Li. 

R is the hard core r~dius and R is the Woods-Saxon well radius of a 
plienomenological a-d potential with a bound 1S state at -1.47 MeV. The 
diffuseness is fixed at a= 0.7. The region where good fits to the a-d 
S-wave phase shift are found is indicated. 
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S that with 
Y 'Wa eners 

tisfying type of 
unsa 

a 2S state at -1.472 MeV. This 
is a theoretically 

potential. The level structure 6 
of Li has only one 

and it is unsatisfying to h 
nd state, ave this state be 

oou a 2S, that is a 
d state, with a fictitious lS or 1 node t 

c~o no e sate lying at some lower 
Ho'Wever, if one imagines the insertion f 

energY• o a repulsive core With 
radius as the node in the 2S bound state, 

the same then one gets a ls 

f identical asymptotic properties except for a 
state O slight change in 

lization. A relatively small part of the 28 nortna wave function ey::.9ts 

d t he node, hence the overall character of . th 
1nsi e e state is little changed 

the insertion of the core. A hard core approach was therefore 
bY decided on. 

Bound state cluster wave fu~ctions with 1.472 MeV binding energy were 

calculated for several values of Rand Rc' the Woods-Saxon and core radii. 

Then, using the methods of S~ction 5.4 .2, r.m.s. charge radii were obtained • 

The results of 

2 1/2 
stant (r ) 

. 
these calculations are shown in Figure 5 5 c t 

• • on ours of con-

(r.m.s. radius) are plotted against Rand R. Also shown is 
C 

the region where reasonable fits to the S-wave a-d scattering phase shifts 

ld be Ob tained. The most recent value of ' the r cou .m.s. charge radius for 116 

is 2.61 ± o. fm. (Y69). If an error of± 0.05 fm. is assumed for the cal-

culated r.m.s. radius, due to the limitations of the numerical integration 

then a choice of R = 2.0 fm. and Rc = 1.25 fm. is indicated. This point 

< 2 ) 1/62 = 
actually gives r charge Li 2.72 fm. Figure 5.5 shows the usefulness 

of using the irtfonnation of phase shifts. Given a wide variety of potentials 

( 2) 1/2 which yield r = 2.72 fm. the additional information on phase shifts 

indicates a clear preference for the potential chosen above. 

As a check on the assumptions which went into the choice of a potential 

with a hard core, r.m.s . charge radii were calculated for some of the other 

types of potentials. For the "no core" potentials, the one with a lS state 
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. ' 

BINDING ENERGY= -1.47 MeV 

V= - 45.246 +VCOULOMB + VHARD CORE 

I+ EXP(r-2.0) 
0.7 

HARD CORE RADIUS= 1.25 fm. 

4 6 
r(fm) 

8 10 

Figur~ 5,6: ·The probability distrlbu~ion and the potential for the phen~en
ological a-d cluster wave function for Li

6
• 
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at -1.472 MeV which also gave a "best fit" to the S-wave phase shifts has 

<r
2)1/2 = 2. 81 fm. The potential with a 2S state at -1. 472 and a "best 

fit" has (r
2> = 2. 77 fm. Several potentials with V = G/r

6 
which gave 

core 

"best fits" for various fixed values of Rall yielded r.m.s. charge radii 

between 2.75 fm. and 2.80 fm. The very best phase shift fit with a hard 

core potential (center of the good fit region in Figure 5.5) yields 

(r2) 112 = 2. 7 5 fm. Note that all of these potentials except the lS "no core" 

potential yield good fits to the phase shifts up to 27 MeV. All of these 

also yield r.m.s. radii in a narrow range, hence the choice of potential 

seems to be relatively uncritical. 

Figure 5.6 shows the final choice of wave function, with R = 2.0 fm., 

R = 1.25 fm., V = 45.246 MeV, a= 0.7 fm. Figure 5.7 shows the fit to 
C 0 

the S-wave phase shifts with this potential. 

It should be noted that a good fit to the low energy phase shifts is 

more important than a good fit to the high energy ones. This is because 

the higher energy scattering probes smaller interaction radii, where ex

change effects, ignored in this calculation, are expected to be important. 
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Section 5.5 Comparison of Theory and Experiment 

In this section the "experimental" momentum distribution presented 

in Section 5.1 will be compared with the cluster wave function derived in 

Section 5.4.3. If the wave function in Figure 5.6 is Fourier transformed 

I -+ , 2 -6 - 3 -1 and squared one finds ¢(q = O) = 1.21 x 10 (MeV/c) sr and a width 

at half maximum of 38.4 MeV/c. This compares with experimental values of 

-+ , 2 -7 -3 -1 
l~(q = 0) ~ 2.0 x 10 (MeV/c) sr and a width of 29 ± 2 MeV/c. Clearly 

the two do not agree. Calculations for the other wave functions discussed 

in Section 5.4.3 which fit a-d scattering and yield a reasonable r.m.s. 

charge radius for Li6 do not yield theoretical wave function parameters 

appreciably different from those quoted. The reduction in the measured 

value of )¢(~ = O) 1
2 

due to finite resolution effects is thought to be only 

about 5%. In Section 5.2.2 it was shown that a simple shell model leads to 

a reduced clustering probability of only about 50%. This reduction is not 

nearly enough to account for the observed reduction in l~(q = O)j
2

• Thus 

theory and experiment appear to be in serious disagreement. 

As was seen in Section 4.2,effects were seen to be present in the data 

which could be attributed to distortion effects in the reaction mechanism. 

It is also known that 0(-particles are generally strongly absorbed in nuclear 

matter. Thus a calculation of the effects of a very simple model of the 

absorption process was attempted. The model is this: when the separation 

6· 
of the a and the deuteron in Li is smaller than some given amount, the 

incident 
6 a interacts not only with the a in Li , but with the deuteron as 

3 
well. This process will lead to other processes, such as a+ He + n + d 

-+ 
or a+ a+ n + p breakup and also to a+ a+ d events far away from q = 0. 

It is assumed that all interactions inside this separation radius do not 

lead to events inside the quasi-free peak. This will be called the "sharp 

Ii 
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cutoff" model, in that none of the a-d cluster wave function inside a 

given a-d separation distance participates in the quasi-free scattering 

process. This distance will be called the "cutoff radius". The observed 

momentum distribution is then the Fourier transform of only that part of 

the wave function that lies outside the cutoff radius. Although the sharp 

cutoff method may seem to be a drastic procedure, it is a fairly frequently 

used device in nuclear reaction calculations. It has been used previously 

for knockout reactions by several authors, including Green and Brown (G60). 

and Sakamoto (S65). The cutoff procedure is also equivalent to the well 

known Butler model for stripping and pickup reactions, where the matrix 

element for the interaction is calcula t ed using plane waves and integrating 

over all space outside a sphere of radius R. 

The introduction of a cutoff radius in the cluster wave function has 

two desirable effects. First of all, removing the center of the spatial 

wave f unction removes high momentum components from the momentum wave 

function, reducing the width. Secondly, the effective number of a's in 

6 Li for the quasi-free scattering process is reduced, which in turn reduces 

l~(q = O) 1
2

• Figure 5.8 shows the spatial wave functions and their Fourier 

transforms for cutoff radii of O, 5 and IO fm. The two effects mentioned 

above are quite clear. 

·Figure 5.9 shows the dependence ofl~(O) 1
2 and the width at half 

maximum ofl~(q) 1
2 as a function of cutoff radius for the cluster wave 

function calculated in Section 5.4.3. When the width is 30 MeV/c at a cutoff 

radius of 5 fm. l ~( O) j2 = 4.36 x 10-7 (MeV/c)-3sr-1• If the 51% clustering 

calcu l a ted in Section 5.2.2 or the experimental deuteron reduced width of 

.5 is assumed then l~(O) 1
2 - 2.0 x 10-7 (MeV/c)-3sr-l which is just about 

6 . 
the experimental value observed in this Li (a,2a)d reaction. If one assumes 
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100% clustering, a larger cutoff radius is needed to fit 1~(0)1
2

, Then 

the predicted width is 26 MeV/c, somewhat too small, Due to the large un

certainty in the absolute cross sections, however, l~(O)j
2 

also has a 

large uncertainty. This in fact makes any width between 24 MeV/c and 28 

MeV/c compatible with 100% clustering. Thus qualitatively the discrepancies 

between the theoretical and experimental momentum distributions for a's 

6 in Li can be accounted for by this simple model of the absorption. 

The theoretical momentum distributions in Figures 5.l a
nd 5

•
2 

are 

the square of the Fourier transform of the cluster wave function from 

S i 5 4 the Overall fit to the 
ect on , ,3 with a 5 fm. cutoff. Considering 

momentum distribution this wave function seems 
to do best, in the sharp 

MeV data, the theoretical 
cutoff approach. For the 50.4 MeV and the 60.5 

wave function has been shifted 2 Mev/c to the left to compensate ~or the 
Figure 5.1 that the 

discrepancies noted in Section 5.1. It is clear in 
V/ but thereafter falls 

theoretical curve gives a good fit up to 60 Me c, 

off too fast. 
together with the 

Figure 5,10 shows all of the data for 7o. 3 MeV, sed here 
distribution u 

cross sections predicted with P.W.I,A, The momentum 
differs only slightly from 

is the "experimental" momentum distribution but d 50 MeV/c 
cutoff, Beyon 

h d i · th a 5 fm, 
t e istr bution from the wave function w1 

it i h for the slightly 
f ast fall off of 

tOO 

~ somew at larger to compensate in Figure s.10 are 

th h The spectra 
et eoretical distri bution at large q. 

d a
s the ordinate, 

arrange with el as the abscissa and e12 o 
8 - 88 • 

all the spectra with ~q = 0 are in the row wi
th 

12 is of the fits 
the qualitY 

Following th h e 88° across, to theory e row wit 12 - relative 
1 peaks 

11 experimenta i s 
genera y good but the "sh1.' fts" of the s sect _on free cros 

effective 
(which showed up in the shift in angle of the 

This means that 
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in Section 4.2) are apparent. For 0 1 = 38.25° the theory falls progressively 

more and more below the experiment as e12 gets smaller than~ 88°. This 

phenomenon was seen before in Section 5.1 as a shift in the momentum distri

bution to positive q. 

0 In t he vicinity of e1 = 32.25 an interesting phenomenon seems to be 

occurring. On the low energy side of the peak the experimental cross sections 

are significantly larger than the theory without a similar phenomenon on 

0 0 the high ene rgy side of the peak. For e1 = 44.25 and e12 < 88 the same 

thing also seems to be happening. This has the same appearance as an effect 

2 seen recently i n the H (a,ap)n reaction which seems to be attributable to 

multiple scattering effects (Bo69). If this is in fact the result of multiple 

scattering, it may represent a much more serious deviation of the experiment 

from P.W.I.A. than the other "shi ft" phenome~a. The "shifts" can quite 

possibly be accounted for by a distorted wave impulse approximation calcu

lation, but explicit calculations of higher order diagrams would be much 

more difficult. 

As a general conclusion, however, it seems that P.W.I.A. can account 

-+ 0 
for much of the observed data and in the vicinity of q = 0 ( e12 ~ 88) 

provides a good quantitative description of the reaction mechanism. It 

should be remembere d that large absorption effects are apparent in the 

0 wave function extracted from the e1 = e2 - 44 spectra and given the crude 

model used for absorption, minor deviations from P .W .I.A. with scattering 

ang l e are not unexpected. 



section 5.6 Other Measurements of the Li
6 

Wave Function 

~.6.1 
6 4 .6 4 Studies with the Li (p.pd)He and Li (a.ad)He Reactions 

The Li6 (p,pd)He4 reaction has been studied at 30, 55 and 155 MeV. Devins, 

scott and Forster studied this reaction at 30 MeV (De65). With ep = ed 

,~ey obtained an angular correlation by integrating the cross section over 

P for each angle pair. Fitting this angular correlation with the Fourier 
? 

,~ansform of a Yukawa wave function yields a half width at half maximum 

between 21 and 32 MeV/c and Neff' the effective number of clusters, between 

04 and .12. 

6 4 
Hendrie et al. studied Li (p,pd)He at 55 MeV (H66). Analysis of this 

0 0 
dBta for one spectrum with ep = 60 anded= 46 , and for an angular corre-

o i 8 tion with ep = 60 , Ed= 23 MeV yields a half width at half maximum of 

32 ± 2 MeV/c and Neff= .15 _ ± .075. 

Ruhla et al. have studied the Li6 (p,pd)He4 reaction at 155 MeV (R63). 

~ith ep = ed and EP = 100 MeV they measured an angular correlation. This 

b8d a half width at half maximum of 34 ± 4 MeV/c and Neff= .31 ± .16. 

6 4 II 
The Li (a,ad)He reaction has been studied by Bahr et al. with 24 MeV 

~•s (Ba69). Throughout the experimented was held fixed at 45°. From coplan-

ar and non-coplanar angular correlations about 0 e = 23 , and an energy 
a 

spectrum for e = 23° they obtained a half width at half maximum of 24 ± 3 
a. 

MeV/c with Neff= ,035 to .065. 

5.6,2 Studies with the Li6 (n+.2p)He4 ~nd Li6 (n-.2n)He4 Reactions 

6 + 4 6 - 4 The Li (n ,2p)He and Li (n ,2n)He reactions can also be analyzed in 

terms of a peripheral mechanism, similar to Figure 2.9c. The difference is 

that the 1T+ + d ..... 2p or n + d 2 1 h ~ -+ n process rep aces t e upper vertex. 

Then by detecting the two neutrons or two protons the momentum distribution 

of the deuteron can be deduced. 

\' 

I' 
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The Li6 (n+,2p)He4 reaction has been studied by two groups. Charpak et 

al, studied this reaction with 80 MeV pions (C67). They find their data to 

be consistent with a peripheral mechanism, but a large amount of experimental 

resolution has been folded into their theoretical fits to the data and no 

width is quoted. They find Neff - 0.4. Burman and Nordberg have studied 

6 + 4 3 ( the Li (n ,2p)He reaction with 1 MeV pions Bu68). Again no width is 

available from their data, although they do find positive results for invar

iance under Trieman-Yang rotation, which supports the peripheral mechanism' 

for that type of reaction. 

The Li6 (n-,2n)He4 reaction has been studied by Davies, Muirhead, and 

Woulds using pions at rest (D66). For their momentum distribution a width 

of 32 ± 3 MeV/c is indicated, along with a clustering probability of 37% ± 10%. 

5.6,3 Studies Using the Li
6

(p.pa)d and Li
6

(a.2a)d Reactions . 
M. Jain of the University of Maryland has studied the Li

6
(p,pa)d reaction 

using 57 MeV protons from the 0RIC cyclotron (J69). His data for the Li6 

wave function using this reaction consists of an energy spectrum fore 
p 

= 105° 
' 

ea = 30°, and an angular correlation moving ea about the above angle with 

E held fixed at 28 MeV. His data give a width of 34 ± 4 MeV/c and he quotes 
p 

Neff= 0.16. No error is given for Neff' but based on his estimate of± 25% 

error in the absolute cross section, and the uncertainties in the analysis, 

the error in N will be taken to be 50%. 
eff 

Ruhla et al. have studied the Li
6

(p, pa)d reaction at 155 MeV (R63). 

Their data is an angular correlation with ep = ea and EP fixed at 120 MeV. 

Their angular correlation has a width of 30 ± 5 MeV/c and Neff= .20 ± .10. 

The Li6 (a,2a)d reaction has very recently been studied at 55 MeV by 

Pizzi et al. (E69). Their data consists of an equal angle angular correlation, 

0 
and an energy spectrum for e1 = e2 = 44.3 • Their analysis, received since 

I 
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the present analysis was completed, also favors the use .of dcr/dn(Ef). Using 

6 
Ei for Li they find a width of 20 MeV/c and Neff= .015 to .105; using Ef 

they find a width of 29 MeV/c and Neff = .04 to .11. Although no error is 

quoted for the width, a study of their data would suggest 29 ± ·4 MeV/c for 

their Ef analysis. These results are in agreement with the p:esent analysis. 

M. Jain has studied the Li6(a,2a)d reaction at 62 MeV using the ORIC 
. 6 . 

cyclotron (J69). His data for the Li wave function consists of an energy 

spectrum with 0 e1 = e2 = 44.2 and a 5 point equal angle angular correlation. 

Using Ei he found a width of 31 ± 3 MeV/c and Neff 0.15; using Ef he 

found a width of 29 ± 3 MeV/c and although none is quoted, Neff N .10 ± .05 

would seem to be appropriate. These results are in agreement with the present 

analysis. 

6 
For the data in this . thesis, studying the Li (a,2a)d reaction at 50 

to 80 MeV, a width of 29 ± 2 and Neff of .08 ± .04 were found using Ef. For 

Ei the results were a width of 31 ± 2 and Neff= .15 ± .10. 

5.6.4 Studies Us ing the c12 (Li 6
1d)o

16 
and o16

(Li6 ,d)Ne20 Reactions 

12 . 6 16 16 6 20 . The C (Li ,d)O and O (Li ,d)Ne reactions at 25.8 MeV have recently 

been studied by Davydov and Pavlichenkov (D69). They analyzed the angular 

distributions of rotational levels of 0
16 

and Ne
20 

excited in this reaction, 
6 . 

using the following assumptions: (1) Li has an a+ d cluster structure; 

(2) The cross section of the reaction is proportional to the probability 

of finding an a-particle with angular momentum L in the . volume of the tar·

get nucleus. Lis the spin of the rotational state of the final nucleus; 

(3) The probabilities of a-particle capture are the same for all the levels 

of the rotational band; (4) Relative motion of nuclei in both channels is 

described by plane waves. 

With these assumptions they show that the cross section can be fac

torized with l~(hK)l 2 
as a factor, where K = kd - l ~i6. For a given 

3 



TABLE 5.3 

Reaction Energy Width Neff Reference 

1 Li6 (p,pd)He4 30 MeV 21-32 MeV/c .04-.12 De65 

2 II 55 MeV 32+2 .15+.075 H66 -
3 II 155 MeV 34+4 • 31+.155 R63 -

4 Li6(a,ad)He4 24 MeV 24+3 .035-.065 B69 

5 Li6(1T-,2n)He4 at rest 32+3 • 37+. 10 D66 

6 Li 6 (p ,pa)d 57 MeV 34+4 .16+.08 J69 

7 II 155 MeV 30+5 .20+.10 R63 

8* Li6 (a,2a)d 55 MeV 29+4 .04-.11 P69 

9* II 62 MeV 29+3 .10+.06 J69 

10* II 50-80 MeV 29+2 .08+.04 This work 

*Results for Ef analysis only. 

Information on the Width-at-Half-Maximum and the Effective 

Clustering Probabilities (Neff) for the Ground State Momen

tum Distribution for Li6 as Determined with Various Reactions. 

r' 
.j:::-
0) . 
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rotational band they then extract \~(hK)\ 2 
from the data. Unfortunately, 

the minimum value of hK they observe is 25 MeV/c, and no definitive state

ments can be made about Neff or the width of the momentum distribution 

observed in this reaction. It appears, however, that these reacti ons are 

ones in which a detailed knowledge of the a,..d relative motion wave func-

tion is essential, and which could, in principle, provide further information 

on cluster structure and the cutoff model. 

5.6.5 Discussion 

In Sections 5.6.1, 5.6.2, and 5.6.3 ten different measurements of the 

Li
6

(a. + d) wave function using five different reactions have been discussed. 

The results are sunnnarized in Table 5.3, with only the results for Ef pre

sented for the Li 6 (a.,2a.)d ·reaction. Many of the measurements appear to be 

inconsistent, particularly the Li6 (a.ta,d)He
4 

reaction and the Li6 (n-,2n)He4 

reaction. In most of the more recent measurements the authors make a point 

of indicating which other measurements are consistent with theirs and which 

are not. 

In Section 5.4, it was pointed out that in the sharp cutoff model both 

Neff and the width at half maximum decreased with increasing cutoff radius. 

This was used to show that the measurements for this thesis were consis tent 

with the cluster wave function calculated in. Section 5.2.3, in the "sharp 

cutoff" model for absorption. In Table 5.3 this pattern tends to be repeated 

in the data. The measurements with small values for Neff tend to have smaller 

widths. This is shown in Fig. 5.11 where the data of Table 5.3 is displayed 

with Neff plotted against the width at half maximum. The solid curve is for 

the wave function calculated in Section 5.2.3 with various cutoff radii. 

The dashed curve is for the same wave function, but with only a 50% cluster-

ing probability for Li6 , i.e. with Neff reduced by\. 

--
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WIDTH AT HALF MAXIMUM .{MeV/c) 

-- . ~ - .. _ -
Figure 5.11: Neff the effective number of clusters vs. the half width at 
half iaximum for the momentum distribution from ten different experiments 
on Li. The data is taken from Table 5.3. The solid curve is for the phen
omenological a-d wave function with a cutoff. The dashed curve is the same 
as the solid but multiplied by 0.5. 
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The curve reproduces the general trend of the data in a very gratify

ing way. It is unfortunate that the uncert~inties in the measurements are 

generally so large. It is possible that improved accuracy in the various 

experiments might enable one to determine not only the absolute magnitude 

of Neff' but also the detailed shape of the-Neff vs. half width at half maxi

mum curve. This would then be a complete det'ermination of the a.-d relative . 

wave function. However, improved accuracy might only reveal the inadequacy 

of the cutoff model. What is clear, however, is that all the existing mea

surements can be exp lained by our wave function with one adjustable para

meter, the cutoff radius. 
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CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Section 6.1 Off-Mass-Shell a-a Scattering 

In Chapter 4, the Plane Wave Impulse Approximation was used to extract 

off-mass-shell cross sections from the Li6(a,2a)d reaction. The primary off

mass-shell data was taken from those points in the experimental spectra where 

-+ 
q, the momentum in the target nucleus of the knocked out a-particle, was zero. 

These off-mass-shell cross sections were found to be in excellent agreement 

with free a-a scattering as a function of both scattering angle and bombard

ing energy, if the free cross section was evaluated at Ef, the center-of-mass 

energy in the final state· of .the off-mass-shell a-a collision. These off

mass-shell data were sufficiently accurate to display a clear preference for 

free cross sections at this final state center-of-mass energy as opposed to 

the initial state center-of-mass energy. This result was published in Physi

cal Review Letters (Pu69) and it has recently been confirmed by Pizzi, et al. 

(P69) • 

Off-mass-shell a-a cross sections were also extracted from points in the 

experimental spectra where lql = 30 MeV/c. This data was also in general 

agreement with free a-a scattering cross sections, but it was necessary to 

introduce an ad hoc shift in a-a scattering angle. The necessity for this 

shift must be taken as an indication of the failure of P.W.I.A. to account 

for the fine details of the reaction mechanism. Presumably the "shift" is 

the result of distortion of the incoming and outgoingwaves or similar effects. 

It should be pointed out, however, that these deviationij ot the data at 

l~I = 30 MeV/c from P.W,I.A. are in fact very small, Signif;l,cantly the "shift" 
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in a-a scattering angle appeared to decrease as the bombarding energy increased • 

. Off-mass-shell cross sections were calculated using a phenomenological a-a 

potential, taken largely from (D65). It was found, however, that the on-mass

shell cross sections calculated for this potential were in worse agreement with 

the measured free a-a cross sections than were the experimental q = 0 off-mass

shell cross sections. Hence these off-mass-shell calculations were taken as 

model calculations only. 

and 

Was 

There are two off-mass-shell T matrices one can define: ( ~f Iv I ~'i (+)> 

(~f(-) Jvl~i)· These produce different off-mass-shell 

found that near the mass-shell (~flvl *i (+)) yields a 

cross sections. It 

cross section which 

Varies with angle in much the same way as dcr_/d51(E1) where Ei is the initial 

state energy. Similarly near . the mass-shell (*f (-) jvj~
1
) yields a cross 

section which behaves with angle like dcr/dn(Ef), where Ef is the final state 

energy. In both cases, however, the magnitudes of the on- and off-mass-shell 

cross sections were different. For the Li6(a,2a)d reaction at~= 0 (which 

is rather near the mass-shell) the agreement of the off-mass-shell cross 

section with do/dn(Ef) indicates that (*f (-) Iv I ~1) is the preferred off

mass-shell T matrix. This is in agreement with the results of Balashov and 

Meboniya (B68), who reached the same conclusion from rather more limited 

data at lower energies. 

These model calculations of off-mass-shell cross sections indicate 

that the use of dcr/dn(Ef) as an approximation to the true off-mass-shell 

cross section is well justified theoretically, for points near the mass-shell. 

In this respect Li6 would appear to~be a particularly favorable case because 

of its small binding energy against a+ d breakup. For this experime~t 

the difference in mag~itude of the on and off-shell cross sections (in the 
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model calculation) would appear to be smaller than the experimental uncer

tainties. 
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Section 6.2 The Momentum Distribution for a's in ti6 • 

In Chapter 5 an experimental momentum distribution for a's in ti6 was 

6 extracted from the Li (a,2a)d data assumin~ the validity of the P.W.I.A., and 

using do/d.Q(Ef). The five spectra with 0 01 = 02 - 44 were chosen, to eliminate 

any asymmetries in the momentum distribution which might result from the 

known small departures of the reaction mechanism from P.W.I.A. The extracted 

momentum distributions were all highly consistent. 

A fairly r~alistic wave function for the a-d relative motion in ti6 

was desired. A sur·vey was made of the traditional calculations of an a-d 

relative wave function in the oscillator shell model and in the fully anti

symmetrized oscillator nuclear cluster model~ These were found to be inade

quate in their treatment of the asymptotic behavior of the· cluster wave 

function, as so a cluste; wave function was calculated which accounted more 

completely for the asymptotic behavior. 

Specifically, t he calculation involved a phenomenologic a-d potential. 

This potential was required to have a bound S s tate at -1 .47 MeV, and to 

reproduce the S-wave shifts determined from recent a-d scattering experiments. 

The wave function for the bound state at -1.47 MeV was then required to 

produce the correct r.m.s. charge radius for Li
6

, when the finite charge 

distributions of the a and the deuteron were folded in. Throughout these 

calculations antisymmetrization was ignored. 

It was found that there were two types of potentials which generated 

the correct S-wave a-d scattering phase shifts. The first has a 2S state 

at -1.47 MeV and a spurious 1S state at some deeper binding energy. The 

second type of potential. has a 1S state at -1.47 MeV but also has a repul

sive core. The presence of the spurious state in the first type of potential 

is due to the lack of antisymmetrization in the calculation. The repulsive 
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core in the second type of potential simulated the main effect of anti-

8Ylllmetrization, namely repulsion at small radii, and there is no spurious 

st ate. The second type of potential was therefore chosen as the better 

form, given the lack of antisymmetrization. The absence of a spurious state 

indicates that the lack of antisymmetrization has been at least partially 

compensated for. For computational simplictty, the repulsive core was taken 

to be a hard core, and the rest of the potential had the ''Woods-Saxon" form. 

The Coulomb pot~ntial was also included. With this the form of the potential, 

the parameters were searched to satisfy the above criteria on the potential 

and the bound state wave function, and a satisfactory solution was found. 

The wave function obtained is felt to be very reliable for reaction calcu

lations involving the long range a+ d structure of Li~. 

This cluster wave f~nction was Fourier transformed and squared to pro-
. 6 

duce a theoretical momentum distribution for a's in Li. When the experimental 
6 -· 

momentum distribution from the Li (a,2a)d reaction was compared with this 

theoretical one, the two were found to be in serious dis.agreement, both in 
. . . 

Width and in magnitude. It was found, howev~r~ that the introduction .of a 

cutoff radius of about 5 fm. in the cluster wave function produced good 

agreement in both width and magnitude, In addition, by making the cutoff 

radius an adjustable parameter, the theoretical momentum distribution was 

found to be consistent with momentum distributions for Li 6 from a large 

variety of rea_ctions, over a wide range of energies. Although the use of a 

cutoff radius is an ad hoc procedure, it is a well known technique and has 

been used successfully in other types of reaction calculations for many years. 

The necessity of introducing a cutoff into the cluster wave function, 

6 . 
indicates that the Li (a,2a)d knockout reaction tends to be localized to 

the nuclear surface. In a sense this is a severe failure of the P.W.I,A. 

I 

I 
I 
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The remarkable overall consistency of P.W.I.A. with a cutoff indicates, 

however, that the reactions taking place (other than quasi-free knockout), 

do not generally contribute to the a+ a+ d final state in the same 

region of phase space as quasi-free knockout, and that the impulse approx

imation is a good description of those knockout events that do occur. 
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Section 6.3 Conclusions 

There are several conclusions that can be drawn from the data analysis 

and the calculations in this thesis. The first major conclusion is that the 

off-mass-shell a-a 6 cross section extracted from the Li (a,2a)d reaction 

-+ 
at q = 0 appears to be in very good agreement both as a fun'ction of angle 

and energy with free a-a scattering at tpe final state energy. This agree-

3 ment implies that d o/dn
1

dn
2

dE
1 

does indeed ·factorize, and strongly supports 

the P.W.I.A. or _peripheral model. It also implie~ that the preferred off-mass

shell T matrix is (I/Jf(-)jVj<1>i) rather than ~flVll/li(+)). 

The second major conclusion is that the measured a-particle momentum 

distribution and the one calculated · from the theoretical cluster wave function 

do not agree. It is necessary to introduce an ad hoc cutoff into the cluster 

wave function to produce _agreement. This implies that strong absorption 

effects are present, and that the reaction seems to be localized in the nuclear 

surface region, The necessity for a cutoff justifies the effort that went into 

guaranteeing that the cluster wave function had the correct asymptotic pro- · 

perties, while the short range behaviour, which requires a detailed treatment 

of the antisymmetrization, was treated approximately. It also indicated that 

this reaction is not sensitive to the details of the Li
6 

wave function at 

short distances, so that other reactions must be found for studying them. 

The third major conclusion is that a cutoff works surprisingly 

well. With the cutoff radius as an adjustable parameter, the measurement~ 

of the cluster wave function for Li6 from this and a variety of other reactions 

are consistent with the cluster wave function calculated here. This may mean 

that the use of this very simple model may have a rather general usefulness 

for extracting spectroscopic information from medium-energy reactions, until 

more complex models are formulated, 
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APPENDIX I 

THREE BODY KINEMATICS 

Al.l General Considerations 

In this appendix the following conventions will be used: 

7P = (p,iE) is a four momentum 
' 

-+ pis a momentum 

E = T +mis a total energy 

Tis a kinetic energy 

mis a mass. 

Note that these conventions may differ from those used in the body of this 

thesis. They are consistent with the notation of the 3-body kinematics pro-

gram QUASTA. 

Figure Al shows the initial and final states in the laboratory system. 

-+ Particle o with mass IIlo and momentum Po is incident on a stationary target 

of mass ~- In the final state there are 3 particles with masses m1 , m2 , m3 

Initial State I Final ·state 

> 6) 
,: = 0 ' rT . 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

6J 
~ '3 

Figure Al: The initial and final states 
of the reaction, as seen in 
the laboratory. 

...... 

✓ 
f, 

~~ 
I, 
.,1 
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The coordinate system wi~l be a spherical polar system with the polar axis 

defined by p
0

, i,e, the incident beam direction, The components of a momentum 

For the angle e ij between two momenta Pf and Pf the 

following relationship holds: 

COS 9 ., ::: COS$. Cos (9 . t- $lnQ<. SW 8J, c.DS ( cf;_- <{);) 
"-J -l j .J 

(Al.l) 

The basic quantities of interest are T2 '.'1nd p3, given p0 , P1, S 2,_cp2 , and 

Q. Q is the "energy loss" or "Q value" of the reaction, defined by: 

The starting point of the calculation is four momentum conservation: 

1Q = m +-1R -1P-W 1r 
3 

1r T . o 1 ~ 

Squaring both sides of {Al,3): 

wl. -;:; w.T;>.. + w 7. -r w.2· .... T-P :t )_ 
3 0 

+ ') ~ . 'fP. _ ;i:w. . 1P - 11r.r , 1P.i - ;ri? . TP, - ;n~ . lG +- 11, · lf'.;t 
II(, T o T I o 

No~ ,P .a :::: _ m :- hence in the laboratory one finds 
( ,I. 

Using (Al.2) and rearranging (Al.5) yields 

0 -=- A Q m3 + ~;t 

'\ d-.T(m3+m,+Q) 
+- ~ T

0 
( tYlj - W\, t Q / - ' 

- ;;}_ To ( l'Y13 +h1J + ~) - l To~ - ').. To T?. + ~T, T;;i, 

t- l Pop, Cose, + 'J..Po p~ cos 9~ - ';}. r, P-:i.. cos e, a. 

(Al.2) 

(Al.3) 

{Al.4) 

(Al.5) 

(Al.6) 
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Rearranging (Al.5) and dividing by 2 yields 

[ Ql'Y'3 +- ~ ;)/'J. -r To (m3- hl0 -t Q) - T, ( m
3 

.\--rYl1 + Q -\- T 0) 

+ Pop. c..os e 1 ] 

- T;t [ rYl} + ni 2 + Q + T 0 -T,] 
+ pl.. [Po cos e.., - P, C.os el:l ]-= 0 

This will be written as 

c<. _ (3 TJ. +- y p ;,._ == o 

(Al. 7) . 

(Al.8) 

There are two ways of solving (Al.8). The first method is to substitute 

Y Pa = 0 r;_ - o<.. (Al.9) 

-~ (Ta.a+-::.lTa.m~)=· f-,:;\T; +-cl..;}._ 'J..d-.~ T~ (Al.10) 

T: ( 'I) l. - r 2 ') + T ~ ( ~ )' 2 Y)'\ l + l a<. r, J - J.). = o 
(Al,11) 

(Al.11) can be solved by the quadratic formula, but if there are two disadvan-

tages. Firstly, this method usually requires double precision on the computer 

for reasonable accuracy in obtaining, p2 and T
2

. Secondly, the sign of p2 

is ambiguous, i.e. solution may be possible with particle two traveli.ng either 

direction along the (0
2

,cp
2

) line. 

2 2 1/2 
The second method for solving (Al.8) involves substituting (p

2 
_+ m2 ) -m2 

for T2 , and then squaring: 

ex..+ <>Pa= (3TJ.. (Al .12) 

o(. t- o ?.;t + rm~=- 0 ( f~ + yr\; J y~ 
(Al.13) 
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(Al.14) 

(Al.15) 

This · Will be called 

A 1'/ + B p.,_ + C := 0 
(Al.16) 

llence 

(Al.17) 

The 
remaining kinematic variables follow from conservation of momentum 

__., _,. _. -I. 

r 3 = r., - r, - r 2. 

p / = r/ :· r,l. : P/ - 'l p0 f', c..os e, - ?. p O p'l.. cos @ ~ 

t- l p,·P:t cos e,~ 

(Al.18) 

(Al.19) 

2 and T3 _can of course be calculated from p2 and p
3 

~ e 
3 

and cp
3 

can be found 

Conser Vation of the various components of momentum, i.e. 

(Al.20) 

(Al.21) 

(Al.22) 

An additiQnal kinematic quantity of interest is the center of mass ~nergy 

of Pairs of existing particles. This is found by considering the Lorentz in

Variant scalar product of the sum of the four momenta of two particles A and B. 

(Al.23) 

(Al. 24) 

,1 , 
·I 
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l'hen 

f: 
AOC~ 

T f -m-m 
A 13 CM = A (3C l'1 A 13 (Al. 26) 

It should be noted that there are t possible solutions to (Al 17) WO • , 

"1hich 
makes the kinematics double valued, i.e. there can be two values of 

l'2 for a given value of T1 • The solution to (Al.17) with the minus sign for 

the radi 
cal corresponds to the larger value of T2 • 
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Al.2 _!Sinematic Variables for Off-Mass-Shell Cross·sections·in"l{nockout Reactions 

For the off-mass-shell cross section there are three kinematic variables: 

Ti, the initial state c.m. energy; Tf, the final state c,m. energy; e the · cm 

c.m. scattering angles. The off-mass-shell collision is presumed to involve 

Particles 1 and 2 with particle 3 being a spectator. The t~rget contains two 

particles, particle 3 and particles (for s~ruck). The impulse approximation 

requires that 

(Al.27) 

It is also assumed that particle O becomes particle 1 and particle S becomes 

Particle 2. 

Tf has already been derived. It is just T12cm from (Al.25) and (Al.26). 

Specifically: 
. ½ 

~ = [m,4 +- rfla;i, + l. (-r: t-l'Y\,J (T.,;i.i m.;i) -lp, p,. cos 8,~ l a-- m 1 - ma, 

(Al.28) 

To calculate Ti it is necessary to first determine what 1Ps is. There· 

are two conservation laws assumed for the reaction. One for the three body 

reaction, and one for the two body off-mass-shell scattering: 

~ -t- "fP T = ~ -t-11'.l + ~ 
(Al.29) 

lPO + 7P 5 =- 1P, t 1P~ 
(Al.3O) 

These two conservation laws require 

(Al.31) 

Thus in the laboratory system 

(TPs) = [-~ > i (m.- E3~LA8 = [Ps; ;_Es] 
LAO 

(Al.32) 
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Now because of (Al.30) 

E 
05CM 

= E 
1-:l CM (Al.33) 

And E12cm is already known. Thus Toscm the center-of-mass kinetic energy 

in th~ initial ~tate can be calculated easily: 

T T [ -Y\1 -m-=-L::: osc"" = oc;cM " s 
E -V'tl-m 

l':l..(.M O 5 

(Al.34) 

mo is of course already known. m
5

, the invariant mass of the off-mass-shell 

particle is determined as follows: 

ma :: 7r<- -=-
s s 

(Al.35) 

(Al. 36) 

So 
[(mr - T3 ) d. - P J] y').. 

m') == - vvt 1 

(Al.37) 

Note that 

ms -;6 VY\~ 
(Al.38) 

i.e., the struck particle is off the mass-shell. 

The remaining quantity of interest is9cm· 

vectors p
0 

and p1 in the center-of-mass system 

One starts with the dot product ~t 1P
0 

and 1P1 

This is the angle between the 

for the two body collision. 

(1f0 -~)LAB = (1ro -~)CM= 1POCH ·lF; CM (Al.39) 

- E ~ + b p co·s e, "' - E
0 

E + 
0 I 10 I CM ICl-1 

p T-' cos G 
0CM ICM fC:1\-1 

(Al.40) 

Therefore: 
('OJ G)lc.M:: re>f',COS$1 - E:oc , + fOCM E:_ICM 

ftcM Pocl-'l 

= pr c.ose- Eo£, + EOCM E:,CM 
I I I ' . 

(Al. 41) 
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So E and E1 are needed. But 
QCJll CJ!l 

Hence 

[C~ -t 1f\ \ .lf l =- rc-w + 1f , ·1P 7 
"') o L.i'\8 ~ I c.~ Ht-t ) OC/w\ j 

E = 
Oct-1 

E ·E 
- /;)..CM OCM 

ED(£,+ E;l) - Po Cr, (OS e, 1- ?~<.OS e~) 

f l':l.C.M 

. 
Similarly from ap1 +1P

2
):iP1 one obtains 

Hence cos~1 in (Al.37) can be calculated, using (Al.44) and (Al.45). cm 

(Al.42) 

(Al.43) 

(Al.44) 

(Al.45) 
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APPENDIX 2 

MOMRATH 

The following is a more complete description of the program discussed in 

Section 2.1.4. MOMRATH is a computer program that will calculate the effects 

of finite resolution in a three body breakup reaction. The principal quantity 

generated by MOMRATH is the "resolution function" W(x) for a given kinematic 

variable x. This resolution function W(x) depends on the geometry and kine

matics of the reaction, the sizes of the detectors, and the E1 energy bin 

width but not on any assumptions made about the reaction mechanism. The reso

lution function W(x) is a measure of the ability of the experimental system 

to resolve the kinematic quantity x. The discussion to follow will be special

ized to the calculation of W(p3) where p3 is the magnitude of the momentum of 

the residual nucleus. The generalization for other kinematic variables is 

obvious. 

For a given reaction, at a specified bombarding energy, p3 has a unique 

value for every point in the five dimensional volume ~n1~n2~E1 defined by the 

solid angles of the detectors and the width of the E1 energy bin. W(p3)dp3 

is defined as the probability of finding p3 in the range dp3 for events occur

ring in the volume ~n1~n
2

~E
1

, assuming that each volume element is equally 

probable. The normalization of W'(p
3

) is 

(A2. l) 

Operationally,MOMRATH generates W(p
3

) by calculating p
3 

for a large number 

of points in ~o1~n2 ~E1 and making a distribution of values obtained. 
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MOMRATH selects this large number of points in a systematic manner. A 

grid of points is selected for each counter and a series of points is selected 

for the E1 energy interval. 

might look 

Figure A.2 shows how such an array of points 

r . . 
h(?),= 'i 

.. . . . . 
t. <PI 

. . . . 'r\ q> • .,,(o 

• . . . ,,,. <D. = e • • • • • y' 1·&,... ~ 

1 . . . . . I • • • • • I 
. . .. . . . . 

~ A6 1--"'1 

Counter One Counter Two E1 Energy Bin 

Figure A2 Grid Points on the Counters and E1 Energy Bin 

The number of grid pt>int_s n0]_, n'P.i,, ne.i, n<P.z and nE1 for each of the five 

variables e1, cp1 , e2 , cp2, and E1 is assigned according to the sensitivity of p3 

to changes in the five variables. This sensitivity is determined in the early 

stages of the program by varying the five variables one at a time. MOMRATH then 

calculates PJ for every possible combination of a grid point from counter one, a 

grid point from counter two, and a grid point from the E1 energy bin. This 

means typically p3 is evaluated for about 3000 different combinations. The 

values of p3 are stored and displayed in a histogram which is W(p3). 

When W(p3) has been calculated it can be used within certain limitations to 

evaluate the amount to which the measured cross section will be smeared by the 

This is done as follows. The cross finite resolution of the system for p3 • 

section is assumed to be a function of p
3 

only. For quasi-free scattering in 

the Plane Wave Impulse Approximation (1.7) this means that the kinematic factor 

and (d<r/d.n) are assumed to be constant over the volume ..6.i\A~AE1 • Then 

(A2.2) 
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The measured cross section which will be called oM is an average of 

3 . 
d o/dn1dn2dE1 over 6n

1
6n

2
6E

1 

(A2. 3) 

~ cfn,JJQ~f d.E, /lCr,)t 
.b.fl. 1 ~S'lJ b.( 1 

(A2.4) 

Since the cross section is a function of p
3 

only, OM can be evaluated directly 

from W(p3}, i.e.: 

(A2, 5) 

If MOMRATH is given a momentum distribution l!(p3)j
2 

it will calculate OM 

from (A2.5) after evaluating W(p
3
). 

If d3o/dn
1

dn
2

dE
1 

were not expected to depend on only p3 within the volume 

6n16n26E1 , a more elaborate program would have to be devised. 
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APPENDIX 3 

LITHIUM TARGET PREPARATION 

Self-supporting Li targets were made by evaporating a thin film of Li 

metal onto a glass plate and then removing the Lithium fro~ the glass. Before 

the evaporation the glass plate was dipped· into a saturated solution of 

Hexadecylamine in Hexane, and then allowed to dry thoroughly. The plates 

were then brushed with laboratory wipes to remove most of the deposit, so 

that a thin fairly uniform layer was left. This layer of Hexadecylamine 

served as a releasing agent, and the best thickness for the layer on the 

plates was determined by experience. 

A boat made of stainless steel was used for the evaporation (Lithium 

reacts with Tantalum or Tungsten). The evaporation was done over a period 

f -6 -7 o several minutes in a vacuum of 10 or 10 torr. 

After the Lithium was evaporated onto the plate·s the evaporator bell-jar 

was filled with Helium to mi nimize oxidation of the Li deposit. From this 

point on, speed was essential. The plates were quickly placed in Hexane 

and r emoved from the evaporator. Working under Hexane, the Li film was 

peeled off the glass with a cl ean sharp razor blade. The ease wi th which 

this could be done depended on the thickness of the Hexadecylamine deposit. 

Too thi n a deposit would cause the target to curl badly while being peel ed 

off the glass • . Too thick a deposit would al l ow the Lithium to float off the 

glass plate and t hen to the surface of the Hexane where it oxidized. 

Still working under Hexane, the Li foil was mounted in a target frame 

and then transferred quickly to a vacuum container and pumped down to a 

good vacuum. The layer of Hexane ori the Lithium protected i t from oxi dati on 

during the transfer and pump-down. With a cold trap and a vacuum of one 
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micron the targets could be kept for a day or more without deterioration. 

To transfer the target to and from the scattering chamber, the chamber was 

filled with Argon. Very little deterioration was found to occur in this 

process. 

The work in Hexane was done under a hood to remove noxious vapors. It 

also was necessary to work with bare hands-because gloves were found to 

significantly slow down the process. The Hexane was kept clean and water 

free because Lithium oxidizes violently in contact with water. The resultant 

reaction has been known to ignite the Hexane, which is highly flammable. 

With the above procedure it is easy to make s elf-supporting Lithium 

2 2 targets as thin as 600 µgm/cm, and probably as thin as 300 µgm/cm. 
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